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A 

 

Authorized editions, Arithmetic designed for the use of Schools (Rt. Rev. J.W. 

Colenso), "with upwards of two hundred new problems added, under the Author's 

sanction and superintendence, with a view to bring this well-known and approved 

school arithmetic up to the requirements of the present day" 666 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Routledge 

advertises "cheapest edition" sixpence monthly 521 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Warne's 

3/6 edition advertised with review notice; "it is not merely "the authorised and 

complete edition, with notes" of these famous books, but it is beyond all 

question the very best that has ever made its appearance" 607 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), 3/6 

editions by Warne and Routledge in alphabetical list of publications, June 625 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), 3/6 

editions by Warne and Routledge in alphabetical list of publications, August 778 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Routledge 

publish new edition in 6 sixpenny parts at same time as Warne's "authorised 

edition, with notes" in 10 shilling parts; "we are glad to see a new edition 

issued at a cheap rate; but why two editions should come out at the same time 

from different publishers is one of those things that no editor can understand" 

631 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), "volume 1 

of Warne's 3/6 edition in publications of the month for July (miscellaneous 

literature) 635 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), review 

quoted in advertisement for Routledge's edition notes "a triumph of cheapness" 

755 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Warne's 

new edition with memoir and notes by son in 3 vols (4/ each) in publications of 

the month for September (miscellaneous literature) 791 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Warne's 

three volume edition in alphabetical list of publications for September 858 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), 5/ Warne's 

5/ edition in alphabetical list of publications for October 988 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Warne's 5/ 

edition edited by son in publications of the month (miscellaneous literature) 

894 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), 5/ Warne's 

new 5/ edition in alphabetical list of publications for December 1324 

Authorized editions, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), see also 

Copyright, announcements 

Authorized editions, Debrett's illustrated Peerage and Debrett's Illustrated 

Baronetage, claim to be "authorized reference authorities" 1372 

Authorized editions, Grammar of the English Language (Cobbett), Griffin & Co. 

advertise "new and only complete Author's edition, with an additional chapter on 

Pronunciation by the Author's son, James Paul Cobbett" 808 

Authorized editions, Great Pilot, and his Lessons, The (Rev. R. Newton), 

"Author's edition" advertised by S.W. Partridge 953 

Authorized editions, Heber's Hymns, hymns have outlived publication in which 

they were incorporated; Low & Co. "with the sanction of the surviving 

representative of the author, have here brought together all the bishop's 

contributions, in the hope that they ‘will be acceptable to all admirers of 

devotional poetry, and do honour to a memory ever to be revered’" 1017 

Authorized editions, Modern Poetry for Schools (ed. Rev. Thomas Mitford), 

advertised by Darton & Co. - "With the sanction and approval of the 

distinguished authors, this volume will contain some of the masterpieces of our 

living poets" 274 



Authorized editions, Sermons for the Sick and Afflicted (late Rev. Hugh 

Stowell), advertised as "published with the sanction, and under the supervision 

of his family" by Hamilton, Adams & Co. 596 

Authorized editions, Toilers of the Sea (Victor Hugo), Low's "authorized English 

translation" in publications of the month for June (novels) 563 

Authorized editions, Works of the Elder Disraeli, The (ed. B. Disraeli), Warne & 

Co.'s the only edition "published with the consent of the Author's relatives, 

and in which they have any interest" 607 

Authors, debts, Hall, John Parsons, author and literary contributor (Hanley Road 

West, Hornsey Road), bankruptcy 630 

Authors, debts, Reid, Mayne (The Ranche, Gerrard's Cross), bankruptcy 1331 

Authors, debts, Reid, Mayne (The Ranche, Gerrard's Cross), friends form 

committee and encourage admirers to buy latest work The Headless Horseman; is 

about to make debut as public letcturer 1337 

Authors, debts, Ritchie, James Ewing, author (Ivy Cottage, Ballard's Lane, 

Finchley), composition 1331 

Authors, debts, Russell, Edward Richard, journalist (Barnsbury), assignment 1334 

Authors, debts, St John, H.S.R., literary author, dividend 474 

Authors, debts, St John Vane Ireton Shaftesbury, author and bookseller (Arnold 

Villas, Odessa Road, Forest Gate, formerly Lamb's Conduit Street), bankruptcy 2 

Authors, debts, Smith, Philip, author and tutor (Upper Bedford Place, 

Bloomsbury), bankruptcy 1334 

Authors, debts, Thomson, Edward Tew, known as Captain Thomson, literary writer 

(Sydney Villas), bankruptcy 782 

Authors, demand for work, Argosy, The, importance of contributors to success 476 

Authors, forms of publication, Trollope, Anthony, issues latest novel, The Last 

Chronicle of Barset in weekly sixpenny parts instead of monthly parts; departure 

from orthodox mode of publication seems to be well received 1345 

Authors, identification, Buchanan, Mr., brings action against Mr. Bentley for 

publishing his name as author of poem called Hugo the Bastard; does not deny 

paternity but as piece is not favourable specimen of style thinks he has right 

to maintain anonymity if he choses 865 

Authors, libel, Buchanan, Robert, threatens law suit against critic of 

Westminster for attributing to "sycophancy" his dedication of poem to Hepworth 

Dixon of the Athenaeum 865 

Authors, libel, Dickens, Charles, brings action against manager of Marylebone 

Theatre for his reply to critical remarks in All the Year Round 865-6 

Authors, libel, Reade, Charles, threatens law suit against American critic of 

Griffith Gaunt 865 

Authors, names, Ahn, Dr., publications, Trubner & Co., German Method (3/), 

Grammar (5/) and Dialogues (2/6), French Method (3/ for 2 courses), 3rd course 

(1/6) and Dialogues (2/6), Italian Method (3/6), Dutch Grammar (3/6) and 

Elementary Latin Grammar (by W. Ihne) (3/) 84, 693 

Authors, names, Ahn, Dr., publications, Trubner & Co., Italian Method, new issue 

(3/6) in alphabetical list of publications for December 1322 

Authors, names, Ahn, Dr., publications, Williams & Norgate, Ahn's Complete 

French School Grammar and Exercises by Prof. A. Buchheim advertised at 5/ for 

both 32, 696, 840, 1167 

Authors, names, Ahn, Dr., publications, Williams & Norgate, Ahn's French Method 

advertised; "As there are many so-called "Ahn's French Method", the Publishers 

request that Buchheim's Edition may be distinctly specified" (1/6 each course) 

32, 696, 840, 1167 

Authors, names, Braddon, Miss M.E., Hilton & Co. of New York claim to have sold 

10000 copies of "trashy book" called What is this Mystery by forging Miss 

Braddon's name; Miss Braddon repudiates book and criticizes publisher 722 

Authors, names, de Fivas, school books advertised by Lockwood & Co. 53, 665 

Authors, names, Ollendorff, Dr., advertisement from Whittaker & Co. and Dulau & 

Co. notes that works on learning foreign languages in six months are copyright 

and every copy has number and author's signature 86 

Authors, names, Ollendorff, Dr., publications, Dulau & Co., New Method of 

Learning French, German and Italian advertised 42, 339, 657 



Authors, names, Ollendorff, Dr., publications, Nutt, D. & Co., New and Easy 

Method of Learning the German Language, 5/6 translated unabridged by Henry W. 

Dulcken 675 

Authors, names, Ollendorff, Dr., publications, Trubner & Co., Latin Grammar (6/) 

advertised 84, 693 

Authors, names, Ollendorff, Dr., publications, Williams & Norgate, German 

Method, new trans. unabridged from original by H.W. Dulcken (5/6) 32, 840, 1167 

Authors, names, Ollendorff, Dr., publications, Williams & Norgate, Spanish 

Method, price increased to 6/ 989 

Authors, names, Pinnock, Kent, W. & Co., works made easy advertised 36 

Authors, names, Pinnock, Whittaker & Co. warn that no editions of improved 

histories of England, Rome and Greece are genuine without their name on title 

page 86 

Authors, partnerships, Brewtnall, Edward and William Davis, authors, editors, 

compilers and publishers, partnership dissolved 782 

Authors, philanthropy, Keble, John, obituary describes how large profits from 

poetry were devoted to Church purposes including rebuilding of Hursley Church 

300 

Authors, plagiarism, Familiar Words (J. Hain Friswell), alleged Friswell "has 

appropriated the labours of another in a most dishonest manner, and has 

endeavoured to take the whole credit to himself" in his use of J. Bartlett's 

Familiar Quotations 719-21 

Authors, plagiarism, Familiar Words (J. Hain Friswell), in alphabetical list of 

publications for August 778 

Authors, plagiarism, Familiar Words (J. Hain Friswell), Friswell's response that 

all compilers appropriate labours of others answered 784 

Authors, plagiarism, Familiar Words (J. Hain Friswell), correspondence, 

Friswell's claims criticized by John C. Grocott 788 

Authors, reputation, Burke, Edmund, nineteenth-century reversal of verdict of 

eighteenth-century which highly esteemed works questioned 1346 

Authors, reputation, Longfellow, "judging from the number and variety of 

editions, we may fairly say that Professor Longfellow is the most popular poet 

of the day"; "the great cause of Longfellow's popularity arises from the 

unrestricted manner in which the poems have been circulated in this country"; "a 

dozen publishers have issued editions as varied in price as in excellence" 1348 

Authors, reputation, Wilson, John (Prof.), considered on completion of 

Blackwood's cheap reissue of works; placed among those whose fame and reputation 

decreases with the years 723-4 

Authors, sale of own books, De Porquet's French educational works, advertised by 

Simpkin, Marshall & Co. "and may be had of the author at his Scholastic Agency" 

684 

Authors, standard of living, John Struthers's rescue from manual labour to work 

in printing-office and Stirling's public library "creditable alike to him and to 

his countrymen" (Scots); contrasted with English John Critchley Prince who has 

just died "in the extremest poverty", whose genius and want were discovered too 

late 478 

Authors, standard of living, thriving race of book-illustrators contrasted with 

the poor man-of-letters 1001 

Authors, text, Burke, Edmund, corrections made in New American Edition of 

Burke's Works praised 1346 

Authors, text, Cambridge Shakespeare, The (Clark & Wright), praised as most 

perfect text we possess 1340-1 

Authors, text, Christian Year, The (John Keble), painful to think that volume 

which has become one of our household books should immediately after author's 

death become field for fierce polemical debate; change made by author's brother 

to Gunpowder Treason completely alters sense 1337 

Authors, text, Daily Bible Illustrations (John Kitto), new edition revised and 

enlarged by J.L. Porter; text of original remains intact, results of recent 

researches given in notes; advantage that it is still possible to distinguish 

between work of original writer and that of new editor 1345 



Authors, text, Nichol's Library Edition of the Poets (ed. Charles Cowden 

Clarke), "whose intimate acquaintance with our early poetic literature affords a 

guarantee for the most perfect Text being secured" 1000 

Authors, text, Traditions of Lancashire (John Roby), "the text is precisely as 

it was left by Mr. Roby, without alteration or omission" 1008 

 

B 

 

Bookseller, The, books for sale, reacts sympathetically to bookseller who 

received several offers and accepted offer greater than that advertised but 

warns anyone making "improper use" of that portion of Bookseller will be 

excluded 4 

Bookseller, The, books for sale, "only such books are admitted as are likely to 

be sold by means of this advertisement" 106 

Bookseller, The, books for sale, limit on number of books lifted but charge 

introduced 783 

Bookseller, The, books wanted,  request for subscribers to give as little 

trouble as possible by following editor's rules 982, 1414 

Bookseller, The, books wanted, subscribers whose "wants" are missing have 

themselves to blame by not attending to conditions 1336 

Bookseller, The, Christmas issue, notice of arrangements 862 

Bookseller, The, educational issues, educational numbers in January and July; 

"present number will be found to contain an advertisement of almost every 

educational work published in the United Kingdom" 4 

Bookseller, The, educational issues, various items held over to following month 

"in consequence of the pressure upon our advertising pages" (July educational 

issue) 631 

Bookseller, The, hundredth issue, to mark hundredth number by presenting itself 

"in every corner of the world where a dealer in English books can be found" 199 

Bookseller, The, hundredth issue, claims to be medium of communication for book 

trade; details of terms outside Britain 294 

Bookseller, The, hundredth issue, reflections on hundredth issue 295-6 

Bookseller, The, subscriptions (5/) due 1334 

Bookselling and distribution, advertisements, Marlborough, E. & Co., advertising 

and commission agents (4 Ave Maria Lane) 96, 176, 270, 450, 530, 608, 702, 765, 

842, 975, 1303, 1414 

Bookselling and distribution, availability, Allan, William & Co., foreign 

booksellers and publishers (9 Stationers' Hall Court), "A large Stock of Popular 

Foreign Educational, Literary and Scientific Works, always on hand" 12*, 180, 

271, 391, 530, 600, 765, 850, 969, 1264, 1402 

Bookselling and distribution, availability, Book Society (28 Paternoster Row), 

will in future supply Home Visitor as well as William Hunt & Company 576 

Bookselling and distribution, availability, Darton & Hodge (58 Holborn Hill), 

beg the trade not to accept "out of print" or "binding" in reply to enquiries - 

also warn against confusion with Darton & Co. 12* 

Bookselling and distribution, availability, Nelson, booksellers informed that 

"by the addition of mechanical appliances for producing Stock, the Publishers 

hope in future to be able to execute orders without the delay which the 

unexampled success attending their Shilling Series of Toy Books formerly 

rendered unavoidable" 353 

Bookselling and distribution, book-hawking, Rivingtons (Waterloo Place), 

advertise Book-Hawking Circular for books for book-hawking, lending libraries, 

parochial distribution, etc 19, 399, 735 

Bookselling and distribution, books for sale, booksellers, retiring bookseller 

offers books to trade cheap 274 

Bookselling and distribution, books for sale, Hodgson, Mr., several thousand 

volumes of capital modern books being over-subscribed copies and stock from 

wholesale bookselling establishment 616 

Bookselling and distribution, businesses for sale, bookselling and stationery 

business in Manchester "capable of being greatly increased in the hands of an 

energetic purchaser" 100 



Bookselling and distribution, dates, correspondence, country bookseller 

criticizes Mr Beeton for not including date on monthly publications 208 

Bookselling and distribution, direct selling to public, correspondence, S. & T. 

Gilbert, complains that certain wholesale houses in Paternoster Row and vicinity 

allow private individuals to get books and magazines over wholesale countersat 

trade price 1351 

Bookselling and distribution, exhibitions, 1862 Exhibition, Bemrose & Son note 

honourable mentions for account books, blind tooling and finish and surface 

printing 343, 495 

Bookselling and distribution, exhibitions, 1862 Exhibition, Johnson & Rowe, 

export stationers and manufacturers note medal 1287, 1396 

Bookselling and distribution, exhibitions, 1867 Paris Exhibition, intending 

exhibitors should apply for space by 28 February 4 

Bookselling and distribution, exhibitions, 1867 Paris Exhibition, Joseph Kremer 

advertises services as agent 87, 138, 242, 426, 532, 612, 1237 

Bookselling and distribution, exhibitions, 1867 Paris Exhibition, will feature 

collection of English newspapers, reviews, magazines and other periodical 

publications 783 

Bookselling and distribution, experience, Marlborough, E. & Co., newspaper and 

periodical agents (4 Ave Maria Lane), "the oldest house in the trade" 92, 181, 

271, 459, 491, 596, 664, 766, 826 

Bookselling and distribution, finances, correspondence, trustee in estate of 

unfortunate bookseller tells of "victim to the very common practice of 

underselling" who gave 3-6 months' credit, at end of which he took off the 

twopence in the shilling; example of postage incurred in sending account and 

receipt 127 

Bookselling and distribution, finances, marketing, British provincial trade who 

are in the habit of grumbling about badness of business encouraged to adopt 

techniques of American booksellers 866 

Bookselling and distribution, finances, Maynard, Samuel, obituary from Athenaeum 

notes he "carried on his business on the plan of high prices and slow returns: 

this is not the way to thrive in our day" 725 

Bookselling and distribution, fraud, Becke, J.F., favours authors with orders as 

trade now on guard against activities; surprising he should still be suffered to 

carry on depredations under very eyes of police 119 

Bookselling and distribution, fraud, de Gilmoor, Lord, favours booksellers and 

stationers with orders; not included in Debrett; "like Mr Becke ... does not 

appear to get all he wishes" 199 

Bookselling and distribution, international trade see International trade 

Bookselling and distribution, philanthropy, Bookseller's Provident Institution, 

Bookseller finds annual report unsatisfactory; "Money appears to be abundant, 

but the managers do not seem to want members to join if they are likely to need 

assistance 201 

Bookselling and distribution, philanthropy, Bookseller's Provident Institution, 

correspondence, directors' authority for appointing committee to revise rules 

questioned 208 

Bookselling and distribution, philanthropy, Bookseller's Provident Institution, 

correspondence, collector refused admission because custodian judged employers 

"not booksellers in the proper sense of that term, that they sold so many 

periodicals and newspapers, that whatever number of books they sent out, they 

were not booksellers" 725 

Bookselling and distribution, postal services see Postal services 

Bookselling and distribution, punctuality, Asher & Co. (13 Bedford Street and 

Berlin, 20 Unter den Linden), "Books not in stock are procured within a week or 

ten days" 34 

Bookselling and distribution, punctuality, Asher & Co. (13 Bedford Street and 

Berlin, 20 Unter den Linden), "Books not in Stock, as well as Periodicals and 

Newspapers, supplied without loss of time" 16, 176, 242, 332, 528, 580 

Bookselling and distribution, punctuality, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), 

Books, Periodicals, Magazines, Newspapers, all supplied punctually, and on the 

best terms" 12*, 176, 254, 418, 528, 610 



Bookselling and distribution, railways see Railways, distribution and 

Bookselling and distribution, remainders, Bickers & Son, invite attention of 

trade to recent purchases of important remainders of valuable standard works, 

offered at remarkable low prices; are offered to the trade only at the very low 

prices affixed 497 

Bookselling and distribution, remainders, Blackwood, James & Co. (Lovell's 

Court), bought by 102 

Bookselling and distribution, remainders, Brinkman, E. (2 Chadwell Street), 

cheap remainders advertised 415 

Bookselling and distribution, remainders, Glaisher, William (52 Lamb's Conduit, 

Holborn), catalogue advertised 743 

Bookselling and distribution, remainders, sales, Hodgson, Mr (115 Chancery Lane) 

100, 979 

Bookselling and distribution, remainders, sales, Hodgson, Mr (115 Chancery 

Lane), sale includes "genuine copyright edition of Scott's Commentary 121 

Bookselling and distribution, sale by weight, of old periodicals advertised 853 

Bookselling and distribution, sale or return, correspondence, "a constant 

subscriber" criticizes booksellers' use of space on such books 127 

Bookselling and distribution, sale or return, correspondence, "a country 

bookseller" advises colleagues to return carriage unpaid all books sent by 

wholesale publishers without order and shelves will present a much more pleasing 

appearance than they do now 300 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Barritt & Co. (Wholesale Bible Warehouse, 

173 Fleet Street), full trade allowance on prayer book 1278 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Allan, William & Co., foreign booksellers 

and publishers (9 Stationers' Hall Court), "all foreign books and periodicals 

supplied to the trade on the most liberal terms" 12*, 180, 271, 391, 530, 600, 

698, 765, 850, 969, 1264, 1402 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Asher & Co. (13 Bedford Street and Berlin, 

20 Unter den Linden), "a liberal discount allowed to purchasers of quantities" 

650 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Asher & Co. (13 Bedford Street and Berlin, 

20 Unter den Linden), "foreign books to the trade on the most liberal terms" 16, 

176, 242, 332, 528, 580 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Barthes & Lowell (14 Marlborough Street), 

"foreign books and periodicals supplied to the trade on the most liberal terms" 

1262 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, 

offered "on the most liberal terms to the trade" 736, 743 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Bickers & Son, invite attention of trade to 

recent purchases of important remainders of valuable standard works, offered at 

remarkable low prices; are offered to the trade only at the very low prices 

affixed 497 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Clark, W.M. & Co. (17 Warwick Lane), 

miscellaneous orders offered to country booksellers "carefully completed" and 

with "terms moderate" 418, 528, 600, 698, 766, 842, 981, 1306, 1402 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Glaisher, W. (52 Lamb's Conduit Street), 

works offered to trade at very low prices 399, 743, 1402 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Grattan, T.W. (9 Warwick Square), "the 

country trade supplied on the lowest terms" 600 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), Books, 

Periodicals, Magazines, Newspapers, all supplied punctually, and on the best 

terms" 12*, 176, 254, 418, 528, 610, 698 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), "Liberal 

Trade Discount" advertised 176 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Hotten, prayer book, at selling price of 

18s offered to trade on terms "such that many will at once put some copies into 

stock" 298 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Hotten, prayer book, further advertised 397 



Bookselling and distribution, terms, Jenkins, Charles (286 Strand), trade 

promptly supplied with books, magazines, newspapers, etc. at lowest possible 

prices for cash 176, 254, 418 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Johnson & Rowe, export stationers and 

manufacturers (17 Warwick square), price list for shippers, off which a liberal 

discount is allowed 1287 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Lamb, F., publisher (13 Gough Square), 

country booksellers, newsagents, etc supplied with everything required in their 

business at the lowest possible terms for cash 618, 765 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Lockwood & Co. (Stationers' Hall), "country 

booksellers can be supplied ... on liberal terms" 1190 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Marlborough, E. & Co., wholesale general 

booksellers and publishers (4 Ave Maria Lane), "miscellaneous orders carefully 

executed on moderate terms" 184, 269 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Nisbet & Co. (21 Berners Street), 

Commentary on the Holy Bible (Matthew Henry), trade offered opportunity of 

acquiring copies at subscription price for a month from this date 337 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Nisbet & Co. (21 Berners Street), Holy 

Bible, The (annot. Rev. Thomas Scott), buy remaining stock of work now reduced 

in price and are prepared to supply copies to trade on very advantageous terms 

337 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Nisbet & Co. (21 Berners Street), Holy 

Bible, The (annot. Rev. Thomas Scott), offered to trade at low price 475 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, one of the most respectable London 

publishers offers books to certain booksellers at third or fourth of selling 

prices 199 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Sangster, James & Co. (La Belle Sauvage 

Yard), Kitto's Family Bible, "a copy will be presented to any person procuring 

ten subscribers, and sent carriage-free to any railway station in England" 1184 

Bookselling and distribution, terms, Smart & Allen (London House Yard), "supply 

miscellaneous orders on liberal terms" 418, 531, 618, 698, 765, 842, 981, 1258 

Bookselling and distribution, theft, Desplaces, Mad. C., warns that copies of 

2nd edition of Biographie Universelle being offered to London booksellers under 

usual trade price have been stolen 271 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, general meeting to be held 15 

February to receive report from Provisional Committee 4 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, correspondence from Samuel Ives 

draws attention to meeting of London and Country Booksellers to consider report 

of Provisional Committee on Underselling and to endeavour to establish permanent 

Booksellers' Association for benefit of trade generally 8 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, correspondence of trustee in estate 

of unfortunate bookseller telling of "victim to the very common practice of 

underselling" who incurred cost in sending account and receipt for 2/ purchase 

127 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, committee agrees report; general 

meeting to be held 9 April 199 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, number of trade turning attention 

from books to sewing machines "by which they get a good profit, on which there 

is no silly and uncalled for discount, and which the proprietors will not allow 

to be undersold"; Wanzer Company's protection of retailers' interests might be 

imitated by publishers 203 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, Thomas Bosworth having learnt that 

retail price for The Directorium Anglicanum has been undersold informs 

booksellers that trade price for copies that remain will in future be 19s nett 

cash 254 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, meeting on 9 April advertised 275 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, meeting resolves to form permanent 

association to carry out recommendations in report; several leading memebers of 

the committee feeling they had not the support of the trade at large have since 

withdrawn names; probable that nothing more will now be done 295 



Bookselling and distribution, underselling, "As it appears that the trade are 

unwilling to help themselves, we must decline inserting any correspondence on 

this subject" 300 

Bookselling and distribution, underselling, text of report 479-81 

 

C 

 

Copyright, announcements, Commentary on the Holy Bible (Scott), "Genuine 

Copyright Edition, with the Author's last Corrections and Improvements", 3 vol 

reduced from 4 pounds 4/ to one pound 16/ advertised by Henry G. Bohn 1205 

Copyright, announcements, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), Warne 

announce "completion of copyright edition" in 3 vols at 10/6; list of advantages 

includes "hundreds of text emendations and notes being copyright for many 

years"; also completion of fortnightly parts 839 

Copyright, announcements, Disraeli (Isaac) works, copyright edition advertised 

by Warne 1201 

Copyright, announcements, Historical Works of M.A. Thiers, The, "published in 

terms of International Copyright Act" by A. Fullarton & Co. 585 

Copyright, announcements, King's Interest Tables, Bell & Daldy announce edition 

"contains tables which are copyright, and cannot be printed in any other 

edition"; "This is the edition in use at the Bank of England, and in all the 

leading Banks and Public Offices throughout the country" 796 

Copyright, announcements, King's Interest Tables, see also Prices, cheap 

publications 

Copyright, announcements, Waverley Novels (Scott), Mr. Hotten issues first 

portion of cheap sixpenny reprint from original editions; Messrs. Black announce 

sixpenny edition with author's latest notes 784 

Copyright, announcements, Waverley Novels (Scott), Black announce 6d monthly as 

"copyright edition, entire" 803 

Copyright, announcements, Waverley Novels (Scott), Hotten advertises "Author's 

Original Edition, complete" 813 

Copyright, announcements, Waverley Novels (Scott), Black and Hotten editions in 

alphabetical list of publications for December 1329 

Copyright, announcements, Waverley Novels (Scott), Black and Hotten editions in 

publications of the month for December (novels) 1365 

Copyright, announcements, Works of the Elder Disraeli, The (ed. B. Disraeli), 

"the trade and the public are respectfully reminded that this is the only 

complete edition that can be issued, numerous sentences and almost all the notes 

being copyright"; "also the only one published with the consent of the Author's 

relatives, and in which they have any interest"; fortnightly 1/ parts 607 

Copyright, authorized editions see Authorized editions 

Copyright, engravings, Rock & Co. (11 Walbrook), offer to engrave any views 

supplied by possessor of copyright 444, 958, 1307, 1403 

Copyright, France, Official Catalogue of the Universal Exposition of 1867, M. 

Dentu gives 503000 frs for exclusive right of publication; right impugned by 

Messrs Sebigre-Duquesne; case brought before Civil Tribunal of the Seine 1340 

Copyright, France, rights of heirs, extended to 50 years after author's death 

1337 

Copyright, infringements, Hatchet Throwers, maker of magic lantern slides 

alleged to have copied plates in "absurd volume of exaggerated drawings"; 

Bookseller's view that "no injury was done the book ... defendant was helping to 

give publicity and promote the sale"; Vice-Chancellor held plates part of book 

and protected by copyright 202 

Copyright, infringements, Magic Lantern, Mr March brings case against George 

Ingram for pirating sheet of engravings; recovers 15 pounds for loss of sales 

due to copying 202 

Copyright, infringements, Low v Routledge, appeal against decision of July 1864 

(1864.527) confirms injunction against Routledge restraining publication of 

Maria S. Cummins's Haunted Hearts on grounds that American author temporarily in 

Canada at time of publication of work in UK can obtain British copyright 5-6 



Copyright, ownership, partner wanted, for publishing house whose "publications 

consist of valuable copyrights, which have a large sale, and are particularly 

adaped to the trade" 851 

Copyright, ownership, Paul & McFarlane (6 South Hanover Street, Glasgow), 

partner with 3000 pounds wanted to represent in London large manufacturing 

stationery and publishing business possessed of valuable copyrights 186 

Copyright, prices and, Commentary on the Holy Bible (Scott), "Genuine Copyright 

Edition, with the Author's last Corrections and Improvements", 3 vol reduced 

from 4 pounds 4/ to one pound 16/ advertised by Henry G. Bohn 1205 

Copyright, prices and, Emerson, Ralph Waldo works, Bell & Daldy publish 

collected edition for 7/; no collected edition in America; works cost 10 and a 

half dollars or 42/; "works are copyright in one country but not in the other, 

hence the difference in price" 721 

Copyright, prices and, Sheard, C. (192 High Holborn), new half price copyright 

music advertised 741, 816, 927, 1264 

Copyright, sales, Aldine British Poets, The, Bell & Daldy have texts of entire 

Aldine series revised 867 

Copyright, sales, Aldine British Poets, The, advertised; limited edition of 150 

for English market at 18 pounds 18/ a set 913, 1313 

Copyright, sales, Aldine British Poets, The, includes all the miscellaneous 

translations and some copyright pieces of William Cowper 913, 1313 

Copyright, sales, Aldine British Poets, The, new issue in alphabetical list of 

publications for December 1322 

Copyright, sales, Barnes' Notes on the Old and New Testament (Cobbins' edition), 

"Copyright and Complete Edition, published under the direct sanction of the 

Author"; Gall & Inglis purchase from Knight & Son stock, plates and copyright; 

publish work with maps and many wood engravings, done up in new and handsome 

cloth bindings, with gilt back"; note on some that Copyright in Great Britain 

and Ireland 1130 

Copyright, sales, Beeton (S.O.) works, sale of copyrights, stereos and stock 

advertised by Southgate & Co. 1311 

Copyright, sales, Beeton (S.O.) works, prices fetched 1336 

Copyright, sales, Beeton (S.O.) works, recently purchased stock advertised to 

trade by Glaisher "at extremely low prices" 1402 

Copyright, sales, Bell, Catherine D. (Cousin Kate) popular books, Frederick 

Warne & Co. announce completely new edition, re-edited, recomposed in new types, 

illustrated with new designs and bound in new style, following purchase of 

entire copyright from original proprietors Kennedy & Co. 413 

Copyright, sales, Bell, Catherine D. (Cousin Kate) popular books, advertised 

1197 

Copyright, sales, Bucks Herald, copyright advertised for sale by Southgate & Co. 

1311 

Copyright, sales, Commentary on the Bible (Rev. Thomas Scott), Hodgson's sale 

includes "genuine copyright edition 121 

Copyright, sales, Commentary on the Bible (Rev. Thomas Scott), Nisbet & Co. buy 

remaining stock of work now reduced in price and are prepared to supply copies 

to trade on very advantageous terms 337 

Copyright, sales, Commentary on the Bible (Rev. Thomas Scott), stock and 

copyright of best edition recently published by Macintosh & Co. bought by Nisbet 

& Co.; offered to trade at low price 475 

Copyright, sales, Darton & Hodge (Holborn Hill), stock of books, copyrights and 

stereo plates to be sold by Mr. Holmes, the Holborn-Valley Improvement requiring 

their premises 616 

Copyright, sales, Educational Trading Company, Limited, prospectus sets out 

object of company to manufacture and supply schools and teachers with 

stationery, books and school materials, to publish books for authors and 

gradually to acquire copyright works 1336 

Copyright, sales, Gray, Mr., copyrights, stereoplates and printed stock of 

publisher for sale for 2500 pounds 460, 539 

Copyright, sales, Gray, Mr., printed stock, copyrights and stereos of publisher 

recently deceased 616 



Copyright, sales, Gray, Mr., stock and copyrights of deceased publisher; 2000 

pounds required 771 

Copyright, sales, Holmes, Mr., instructed to sell business of school stationer 

and binder in City; one or two valuable copyrights attached 851 

Copyright, sales, Holmes, Mr., instructed to sell copyright of very valuable 

educational work 273, 460, 538 

Copyright, sales, Lord's Supper and Sacra Privata (Wilson), Peacock, Mansfield & 

Britton purchase copyright, stereotype and steel plates, will in a few days 

issue new edition in plain and ornamental bindings 166 

Copyright, sales, Lord's Supper and Sacra Privata (Wilson), Peacock, Mansfield & 

Britton purchase copyright, stereotype and steel plates, are issuing new edition 

in plain and ornamental bindings 256, 356, 519 

Copyright, sales, Southgate & Co. (143 Strand), sale of copyrights, stereos and 

stock advertised 1311 

Copyright, sales, Southgate & Co. (143 Strand), prices fetched 1336 

Copyright, Stationers' Company see Stationers' Company 

Copyright, stereotypes, Knight & Son (12 Clerkenwell Close), sterotypes 

including copyright works by Gore and Trollope advertised 90, 183, 269, 1281 

Copyright, titles see Titles 

Copyright, United States of America see United States of America 

Copyright, works, Penny Readings in Prose and Verse, includes many extracts from 

copyright works 1343 

Copyright, works, Popular History of London from the Invasion of Julius Caesar 

to the Present Time, A, entered at Stationers' Hall by Meesrs. Moses & Son with 

the right of translation reserved 867 

Copyright, works, Spruner, Dr., Spruner's Historical Hand Atlas (15/) advertised 

by Trubner & Co. 84, 693 

Copyright, works out of, Wilson (Professor), appear to be out of copyright 

judging from issue of The Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life and Trials of 

Margaret Lindsay in sixpenny editions by J.S. Marr of Glasgow and other editions 

at same price by Messrs. Blackwood 1340 

 

E 

 

Economy and employment, pay, London compositors, commence agitation for higher 

wages; "looking at what the men ask we are disposed to think that they have 

reason on their side"; revision of rules dating from 1810 and 1847 urged 202 

Economy and employment, pay, London compositors, details of agreement; "no 

question that the compositors, as a body, were underpaid" but "it strikes us 

that they have allowed the opportunity to pass of thoroughly revising the scale 

of prices for all descriptions of work" 1338 

Economy and employment, pay, monthly pay, correspondence 724 

Educational books, Bookseller, The, educational numbers in January and July; 

"present number will be found to contain an advertisement of almost every 

educational work published in the United Kingdom" 4 

Educational books, Bookseller, The, hold over regular items "in consequence of 

the pressure upon our advertising pages"; comments on large number of 

educational books; "if the amount of capital embarked in this branch of business 

could be ascertained, it would be found larger than most persons would believe" 

631 

Educational books, Collins, William, Sons & Co., progressive series adapted to 

requirements of revised code 368 

Educational books, Commissioners of National Education (Ireland), invite tenders 

for supply of copy books 896 

Educational books, Constable's Educational Series, thought to be first series of 

school books constructed on thoroughly good system with each volume being an 

advance on the preceding; system required by Committee of Council for all 

schools under their patronage 4 

Educational books, Educational Trading Company, Limited, prospectus sets out 

object of company to manufacture and supply schools and teachers with 



stationery, books and school materials, to publish books for authors and 

gradually to acquire copyright works 1336 

Educational books, English Primer, An (Edward C. Lowe), headmaster's work 

criticized 1346-7 

Educational books, Murby, Thomas (32 Bouverie Street), adapted for schools 

examined under revised code 936 

 

I 

 

Illustrated publications, Bennet, Alfred W. (5 Bishopsgate Without), "has made 

his reputation as a publisher of elegant books illustrated by photographs" 312 

Illustrated publications, children's toy books, rapid improvement in 

illustrations 785 

Illustrated publications, Day & Co., Nature and Art, new monthly illustrated by 

chromo-lithography, photo-lithography, and wood engraving 570-1 

Illustrated publications, Day & Co., several publications "of surpassing beauty 

in chromo-lithography, illumination, and printing in colours" 551 

Illustrated publications, illustrated books of the season, thriving race of 

book-illustrators contrasted with the poor man-of-letters; but "amazing" "dearth 

of intellectual talent among book-illustrators" 1001-2 

India, fraud, printer jailed following seizure of forged labels of English 

manufacturers from premises 722 

International relations, China, Prof. Summers starts Chinese newspaper The 

Flying Dragon in London 119 

International relations, Japan, English language officially adopted by 

Govt.;permission given to have it taught publicly 119 

International trade, Bookseller, The, to mark hundredth number by presenting 

itself in every corner of the world where a dealer in English books can be 

found" 199 

International trade, Bookseller, The, details of terms outside Britain 294 

International trade, exports, Allan, William & Co., foreign booksellers and 

publishers (9 Stationers' Hall Court), "Shippers supplied on advantageous terms" 

19 

International trade, exports, Bancroft, H.H. & Co., booksellers and stationers 

(San Francisco), solicit consignments of goods; "possess superior facilities for 

introducing new goods, and keeping stock within reach of an intelligent and 

growing community" 16, 698, 772, 850, 969, 1317, 1409 

International trade, exports, Bancroft, H.H. & Co., booksellers and stationers 

(San Francisco), open London agency at 10 Warwick Square 783, 850, 1317, 1409 

International trade, exports, Belgravia, list of suppliers in number of counties 

903 

International trade, exports, Blair, Robert, bookseller, stationer and dealer in 

fancy goods (Maitland, New South Wales), solicits catalogues from wholesale 

houses 762, 850, 969 

International trade, exports, Bollans, Edward & Co., wholesale manufacturers of 

fancy stationery (Ranelagh Works, Leamington), "shippers supplied on short 

notice" 420 

International trade, exports, Cameron & Co., wholesale and export stationers and 

publishers (88 & 94 West Nile Street), offer services to "Foreign and Colonial 

Trade throughout the World" 328 

International trade, exports, Cameron & Ferguson, wholesale and export 

stationers and publishers (88 & 94 West Nile Street), offer services to "Foreign 

and Colonial Trade throughout the World" 652 

International trade, exports, Cameron, John (175 and 181 Buchanan Street, 

Glasgow), "Wholesale Buyers and Shippers supplied on best terms" 318 

International trade, exports, Dawson, Wm. & Sons, wholesale & export 

booksellers, newsvendors and stationers (74 Cannon Street), "particular 

attention given to the Colonial and Foreign Department" 420 

International trade, exports, Gardner, Edward & Sons (Oxford Bible Warehouse, 7 

Paternoster Row), advertises to "booksellers resident in the colonies"; "a 

liberal Discount allowed to Shippers" 377 



International trade, exports, Griffin, Charles & Co. (10 Stationers Hall Court), 

"Shippers supplied on liberal Terms" 424 

International trade, exports, Johnson & Rowe, export stationers and 

manufacturers (17 Warwick square), price list for shippers, off which a liberal 

discount is allowed 1287, 1396 

International trade, exports, Kelly, W.B. (8 Grafton Street, Dublin), Sham 

Squire, The, terms for United States; more than 1000 boards 1/, quires with 

printed wrapper 10d 391 

International trade, exports, Liepmannssohn & Dufour (Librairie Ancienne et 

Moderne, 11 Rue des Sts Peres, Paris), request catalogues from London and 

country booksellers 762 

International trade, exports, Marlborough, E. & Co., wholesale and export 

booksellers etc (Ave Maria Lane), "The Foreign and Colonial Trade supplied with 

Books, Periodicals, Newspapers, and Miscellaneous Goods, by quickest routes" 

414, 532, 610, 698, 762, 852, 969, 1303, 1405 

International trade, exports, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), "Export Orders 

executed on most liberal terms" 394-5, 472, 514 

International trade, exports, Peacock, Mansfield & Britton, "Wholesale & Export 

Warehouse" 519, 677, 830 

International trade, exports, Platts, C., bookseller, stationer and general 

merchant (Adelaide), happy to undertake commissions; iinvites catalogues 762, 

850 

International trade, exports, Saunders Brothers, wholesale and export stationers 

(104 London Wall) 419, 613, 704, 770, 974, 1314 

International trade, exports, Shaw, John F. & Co. (48 Paternoster Row", "Liberal 

Terms for Export" advertised 250 

International trade, exports, Sheard, Charles, "Shippers and the Music Trade 

supplied on Liberal Terms" 508 

International trade, exports, Stevens & Sons, law publishers, booksellers and 

exporters, advertise 399, 417 

International trade, exports, Tegg, new general catalogue "sent free to all 

parts of the world on application" 523 

International trade, exports, Terry, Stoneman, & Co., wholesale stationers (6 

and 82 Hatton Garden), "Foreign and Colonial Orders carefully executed" 453 

International trade, exports, Venables, Tyler & Son, paper manufacturers and 

wholesale and export stationers 420, 532, 612, 701, 769, 849, 974, 1411 

International trade, exports, Wiley, John & Sons, booksellers, publishers and 

importers (535 Broadway, New York), offers books published in US to London trade 

on most favourable terms 762 

International trade, imports, Allan, William & Co., foreign booksellers and 

publishers (9 Stationers' Hall Court), "Fast Train Parcels received from the 

Continent Twice a Week" 12*, 180, 271, 391, 530, 600, 698, 765, 850, 969, 1264, 

1402 

International trade, imports, Asher & Co. (13 Bedford Street and Berlin, 20 

Unter den Linden), "Daily importations" 1276 

International trade, imports, Asher & Co. (13 Bedford Street and Berlin, 20 

Unter den Linden), "Daily importations from all parts of the World" 16, 176, 

242, 332, 528, 580 

International trade, imports, Barthes & Lowell (14 Marlborough Street), "foreign 

books and periodicals supplied to the trade on the most liberal terms" 1262 

International trade, imports, Loescher, Hermann, foreign and Italian bookseller 

(Turin and Florence), advertises supply of Italian publications at most moderate 

charges with "utmost care and punctuality" through agents Dulau & Co. 254 

International trade, journals, Nature and Art, advertised as "an international 

journal" 570-1 

 

L 

 

Law cases, Buchanan v Bentley, Mr. Buchanan brings action against Mr. Bentley 

for publishing his name as author of poem called Hugo the Bastard; does not deny 



paternity but as piece is not favourable specimen of style thinks he has right 

to maintain anonymity if he choses 865 

Law cases, Hatchet Throwers, maker of magic lantern slides alleged to have 

copied plates in "absurd volume of exaggerated drawings"; Bookseller's view that 

"no injury was done the book ... defendant was helping to give publicity and 

promote the sale"; Vice-Chancellor held plates part of book and protected by 

copyright 202 

Law cases, Low v Routledge, appeal against decision of July 1864 (1864.527) 

confirms injunction against Routledge restraining publication of Maria S. 

Cummins's Haunted Hearts on grounds that American author temporarily in Canada 

at time of publication of work in UK can obtain British copyright 5-6 

Law cases, March v Ingram, Mr March brings case against George Ingram for 

pirating sheet of engravings called Magic Lantern; recovers 15 pounds for loss 

of sales due to copying 202 

Law cases, Maxwell v Hogg & Son, Mr. Maxwell, proprietor of Miss Braddon's 

magazine Belgravia moves Court of Chancery for injunction to restrain Messrs. 

Hogg from proceeding with magazine of same title, which Hogg & Son had 

registered at Stationers' Hall two years previously but of which they had only 

now issued the first number; case reserved for consideration 786 

Law cases, Maxwell v Hogg & Son, cross bills filed and both proprietors issue 

magazines; case will decide value of registration at Stationers' Hall; issues 

involved and contents of magazines reviewed 864 

Law cases, Maxwell v Hogg & Son, Vice-Chancellor refuses to give right of 

exclusive publication to either Mr. Maxwell or Messrs. Hogg 1344 

Libraries, books aimed at, Bell & Daldy (186 Fleet Street), Aunt Judy's 

Christmas Volume for Young People, "ought to lie on every Schoolroom table, and 

... no Nursery Library can be complete without it" 1221 

Libraries, books aimed at, Bell & Daldy (186 Fleet Street), terms for parish 

libraries; "most popular in School Libraries, for Prizes, and for lending to 

Sick Folk" 1105 

Libraries, books aimed at, Bohn, Henry G. (4 & 5 York Street), Cuvier's Animal 

Kingdom, "an indispensable book of reference in every gentleman's library" 1207 

Libraries, books aimed at, Cocks, Robert & Co. (New Burlington Street), Sacred 

Vocal Music, "a nice addition to a sacred music library" 1190 

Libraries, books aimed at, Griffin, Charles & Co., "standard works, suitable for 

the Library, the Drawing Room, and Presentation" 1306 

Libraries, books aimed at, Houlsten & Wright (65 Paternoster Row), Enquire 

Within and Reason Why series; "admirably adapted for gifts to parish libraries, 

village reading clubs, mechanics' institutes, etc.; "the attention of 

philanthropists, desirous of making a donation to institutes like the above, is 

specially directed to" series 1088 

Libraries, books aimed at, Murby, Thomas (32 Bouverie Street), Laurie's Shilling 

Entertaining Library, "suitable for prizes and presents, and adapted to the 

requirements of school libraries, families and working men" 351 

Libraries, books aimed at, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Popular and Standard 

Publications, advertised for family libraries, mechanics' institutes, etc 394 

Libraries, books aimed at, Oliphant, W. & Co. (Edinburgh), Kitto's Daily Bible 

Illustrations, "valuable work for the Family Library" 800 

Libraries, books aimed at, Edmonston & Douglas (Edinburgh), Hidden Depths, novel 

in 2 vol advertised as "now ready at all the Libraries" 234 

Libraries, books aimed at, Hardwicke, Robert (192 Piccadilly), Researches into 

the History of the British Dog (George R. Jesse), "In a few days, at all the 

Libraries" (2 vol) 155, 233, 589 

Libraries, books aimed at, Lilly, J. (17 & 18 New Street), "confidently presumes 

that such a favourable opportunity of purchasing fine and valuable library books 

will not soon occur again" 417 

Libraries, books aimed at, Lothian & Co. (3 Amen Corner), Illustrations of 

Scripture History from the Monuments of Egypt, Chaldaea, Assyria and Babylonia, 

1/6; review recomends "for School and Parish libraries as well as for home use" 

681 



Libraries, books aimed at, Macmillan & Co., Leighton Court: a Country House 

Story (Henry Kingsley), new novel advertised as "Now ready at all the Libraries" 

(21/, 2 vol) 148 

Libraries, books aimed at, Macmillan & Co., Words from the Poets, "Selected for 

the use of Parochial Schools and Libraries" (Macmillan, 3/6) (in publications of 

the month, poetry and the drama, January) 11 

Libraries, books aimed at, Rivingtons (Waterloo Place), advertise Book-Hawking 

Circular for books for book-hawking, lending libraries, parochial distribution, 

etc 19, 399, 735 

Libraries, books aimed at, Routledge & Sons, Life and Works of Musgrave 

Lewthwaite Watson, Sculptor (Henry Lonsdale), "in a few weeks, if we are not 

much mistaken, it will be found in every large library and public reading-room 

in the queendom" 1033 

Libraries, books aimed at, Routledge, George (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

King's Own Borderers, The (James Grant), review recommends 31/6 novel "to those 

who want novels worthy of being established on their library bookshelves" 322 

Libraries, books aimed at, Warne, Frederick & Co. (Bedford Street), Doctor Weld, 

second edition of new novel in general request "now ready at all the Libraries" 

265 

Libraries, books for sale, Arthur, John, librarian (5 South Parade, Leamington), 

"1000 volumes for 20 guineas, books of the present and previous seasons, 

withdrawn from circulation, perfect sets in good library condition" or "in 

parcels of 100 volumes at œ3 per 100" advertised 618 

Libraries, books for sale, booksellers' catalogue includes libraries of late 

Rev. Prebendary Moore and late Rev. W. Hadley 617 

Libraries, books for sale, Hodgson, Mr. (115 Chancery Lane), books from editor's 

library, law library, etc. 185 

Libraries, books for sale, Library Company Limited (25 Pall Mall and 30 St 

James's Square), list of surplus books now on sale available on application with 

liberal commission allowed to trade 187 

Libraries, books for sale, Lilly, Joseph (17 and 18 New Street, Covent Garden), 

catalogue includes curious articles from libraries of Earl of Charlemont, George 

Offer, late Rev. S. Prince and duplicates from Bodleian Library 16 

Libraries, books for sale, Old Book Shop (10 Upper Quay, Dublin), books from 

private libraries for sale 415 

Libraries, books for sale, Willis & Southeran (136 Strand), stock of valuable 

botanical library of late Dr. Burchell on sale at very low prices 699 

Libraries, books for sale, Woodall Library (Brixton Road), John Wallis 

advertises to librarians etc. "a decided bargain, about 300 vols. of old library 

books in good order" 1318 

Libraries, books wanted, Cambridge, Free Library (J.W. Pink) 279, 776 

Libraries, books wanted, Cameron & Ferguson (Glasgow), library volumes wanted; 

popular modern books in good condition 1402 

Libraries, books wanted, Oswestry, Lewis & Owen, The Library 984 

Libraries, businesses for sale, Wandsworth, good fancy stationer's business to 

be disposed of "with Library connexions"; apply on premises, The Library, 89 

High Street, Wandsworth 708 

Libraries, commercial, Procter, Richard Wright (Manchester), barber who adds to 

his income the profits of a circulating library and indulges his leisure by the 

production of books 1350 

Libraries, commercial, Sydenham, John, established library and stationery 

business in 1840 in rapidly rising watering-place of Bournemouth 204 

Libraries, finances, Finnagan, Martin, public librarian (Bolton), assignments, 

etc 863 

Libraries, finances, Hamilton, Charles, bookseller and maker of catalogues of 

libraries (Vale Place, Hammersmith, late of King Street West and King's Road 

Chelsea), bankruptcy 550 

Libraries, finances, Library Company Limited (25 Pall Mall and 30 St James's 

Square), "appears to be in a poor way"; no dividend to be paid; subscriptions 

fall off; to supplement library business by selling books and stationery 1339 



Libraries, finances, Simms, Samuel William, bookseller and librarian (George 

Street, Bath), comp. on execution of deed 630, 718 

Libraries, private, Book of Martyrs, The (John Foxe), "to be found in the scanty 

libraries of the poor, next the Bible" along with Pilgrim's Progress 1033 

Libraries, private, Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), literally 

one of those books "without which no gentleman's library can be complete" 631 

Libraries, private, Stainforth, F.J. (Rev.), collected 5-6000 volumes of poetry 

by female writers 787 

Libraries, services for, Southgate & Co. (143 Strand, late 22 Fleet Street), 

auctioneers of libraries and works connected with the fine arts, sales 

advertised 976-7 

Libraries, services for, Stevens & Haynes (11 Bell Yard), "law libraries valued, 

purchased, or exchanged; estimates for libraries to any amount promptly 

furnished, and orders executed 417 

Libraries, services for, Willis & Southeran (136 Strand), advertise upwards of 

200 thousand volumes; including "in the best Library condition", "suitable 

either for the Library or presentation"; catalogues offered to "gentlemen or 

committees forming libraries"; "estimates suitable for Public or Private 

Libraries, Reading Societies, Book Clubs, Mechanics' Institutes, etc" 1280 

Libraries, services for, Willis & Southeran (136 Strand), offer to buy, value, 

catalogue, arrange and renovate libraries in town or country 841, 916 

Libraries, services for, Library Company Limited (25 Pall Mall and 30 St James's 

Square), surplus books for sale; special subscription for booksellers and 

librarians (50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 volumes per annum at 5-20 pounds); agents 

required throughout country to establish and carry out new Direct Delivery 

Department 187 

Libraries, services for, Library Company Limited (25 Pall Mall and 30 St James's 

Square), "appears to be in a poor way"; no dividend to be paid; subscriptions 

fall off; to supplement library business by selling books and stationery 1339 

Libraries, situations required, addresses, Bult's Library (New Quebec Street, 

Portman Square), address for bookseller's son accustomed to newspapers and 

understands working of a circulating library desiring reengagement as assistant 

or accountant 1318 

Libraries, situations required, addresses, Cranford's Library, Brixham, address 

used by lady desiring situation in stationery or fancy business 101 

Libraries, situations required, addresses, Maidstone Library, address used by 

lady seeking situation in bookseller's and stationer's 101 

Libraries, situations required, addresses, Saunders's Library, High Street, 

Kensington, address used by lady seeking engagement in bookselling and 

stationery business 274 

Libraries, situations required, addresses, Tenby Library, address for young lady 

wanting reengagement in bookselling and stationery trade 852 

Libraries, situations required, experience, bookseller's son accustomed to 

newspapers and understands working of a circulating library desires reengagement 

as assistant or accountant 1318 

Libraries, situations required, experience, situation as manager wanted by 

gentleman having many years' experience in bookselling and stationery trade, 

throughly up in the West End trade, also in the working of both subscription and 

lending libraries" 617 

Libraries, situations required, experience, young man late assistant in public 

library, can index, catalogue, correspond, etc advertises for reappointment to 

librarians, booksellers, etc 616 

Libraries, situations required, wanted, advertiser seeks engagement as manager, 

librarian or salesman 772 

Libraries, situations required, wanted, young man advertises to librarians, 

booksellers and stationers 1318 

Libraries, situations vacant, addresses, Leicester, The Library (J. & T. 

Spencer), indoor apprentice wanted 980 

Libraries, situations vacant, experience, educated young man accustomed to the 

book trade and library, knowledge of stationery also preferred, wanted 852 



Libraries, situations vacant, experience, junior assistant (indoor) required; 

"one who has been accustomed to a Library would be preferred" 851 

 

M 

 

Monopolies, Bibles, prayer books and Church Services, "extensive series of 

badly-printed books" issued by her Majesty's printers and Universities of Oxford 

and Cambridge 475 

Monopolies, Bibles, prayer books and Church Services, Cambridge Press in America 

issues prayer book "which, for beauty of typography, far surpasses any book 

printed at either of the authorised presses in this country"; "shall be glad to 

find our authorised printers competing with their transatlantic brethren" but 

"profit appears to be the thing in view, and not reputation" 783 

Monopolies, Bibles, prayer books and Church Services, Oxford and Cambridge 

"although still falling short of excellence, are competing in the production of 

Prayer Books, considerably in advance of their previous editions" 783 

Monopolies, Bibles, prayer books and Church Services, after frequently speaking 

"of the careless and unsatisfactory manner in which the authorized presses issue 

nearly all the Prayer-books published by them" Bookseller reviews some 

"deserving of praise"; "the publishers appear to have been haunted by the 

spectre of cheapness, and accordingly have effected savings where none were 

required" 1046 

Monopolies, Bibles, prayer books and Church Services, advertised 1269-75, 1266-

7, 1278 

Morality, Letters from Hell, by a Lost Soul, title shocks many sensitive persons 

866 

 

P 

 

Patents, Macniven & Cameron (97 Newgate Street), Waverley pen, caution against 

buying without trade mark, "The Sword and the Pen"; traders who buy any 

infringement liable in damages for so doing 422, 534 

Philanthropic activities, Bookseller's Provident Institution, Bookseller finds 

annual report unsatisfactory; "Money appears to be abundant, but the managers do 

not seem to want members to join if they are likely to need assistance 201 

Philanthropic activities, Bookseller's Provident Institution, correspondence, 

directors' authority for appointing committee to revise rules questioned 208 

Philanthropic activities, Bookseller's Provident Institution, correspondence, 

collector refused admission because custodian judged employers "not booksellers 

in the proper sense of that term, that they sold so many periodicals and 

newspapers, that whatever number of books they sent out, they were not 

booksellers" 725 

Philanthropic activities, Keble, John, obituary describes how large profits from 

poetry were devoted to Church purposes including rebuilding of Hursley Church 

300 

Philanthropic activities, Printers' Almshouses, Mr Darkin retires as secretary 

551 

Philanthropic activities, Savage Club Papers, The, collection on behalf of widow 

of late Mr. Morton, the artist 1340 

Postal services, correspondence, trustee in estate of unfortunate bookseller 

tells of "victim to the very common practice of underselling" who incurred cost 

in sending account and receipt for 2/ purchase 127 

Postal services, Marlborough, E. (4 Ave Maria Lane), "the posting of stamped 

papers to single addresses receives special attention" 92, 181, 271, 459, 491, 

596, 664, 766, 826, 970, 1303, 1412 

Postal services, Poplett, John, type music and general printer (43 Beech 

Street), "orders by post promptly attended to" 610 

Postal services, stamps, catalogues, advertised 668 

Postal services, Stereoscopic Company (54 Cheapside & 110 Regent Street), "one 

dozen packets will travel by book post for twopence to any part of Great 

Britain" 458 



Prices, availability and, Aldine Edition of the British Poets, celebrity which 

this edition obtained caused remaining copies to be sold at a high price. These 

have now disappeared from the market, and copies are now very rarely met with" 

1313 

Prices, availability and, Library of Standard Divines, James Nichol's important 

service to public acknowledged as "many of our old Divines were out of print, 

and could only be had by the few, and in old editions commanding a high price" 

481 

Prices, availability and, Traditions of Lancashire (Roby), "extreme rarity of 

this celebrated book" induces George Routledge & Sons to undertake reissue; "as 

an instance of its rarity, it may be mentioned that the publishers have paid 6 

pounds for a second-hand copy to print from" 1184 

Prices, books wanted, Jones, H.(10 New Street, Mold), cheap edition of Danesbury 

House wanted 854 

Prices, cheap editions, "from time to time we have announced cheap editions from 

standard authors, to which we have prefixed the terms "wonderful", "marvellous", 

etc., until we have no adjective left to describe a book announced by Mr. 

Hotten" (see shilling publications) 785 

Prices, cheap editions, Barritt & Co. (Wholesale Bible Warehouse, 173 Fleet 

Street), prayer book "the prettiest & cheapest little prayer book of the season" 

1278, 1395 

Prices, cheap editions, Barritt & Co. (Wholesale Bible Warehouse, 173 Fleet 

Street), stock of Bibles, Prayer-Books and Church-Services at lowest prices 88, 

146 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, issued "at the 

remarkably low price of seven shillings and sixpence"; "as good a book as when 

sold by Messrs. Longman & Co. at a guinea"; believed to be used by "Bank of 

England and all London bankers" but "too well known to require any notice beyond 

the low price at which this edition is published" 721 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, cheap edition 

advertised; "the price at which these tables have hitherto been issued has 

limited the sale to those to whom such a book was indispensable"; price reduced 

"with a view to extend the sale, and to bring it within the reach of every man 

of business" 736 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, advertised to 

trade 743 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, Tegg advertises 

new and improved 12/ edition 759 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, Tegg's improved 

edition noted at nine shillings 785 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, Bell & Daldy 

announce edition "contains tables which are copyright, and cannot be printed in 

any other edition"; "This is the edition in use at the Bank of England, and in 

all the leading Banks and Public Offices throughout the country" 796 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, Tegg's improved 

edition at 7/6 and 9/ in publications of the month for September (trade and 

commerce) 792 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, original edition 

enlarged and improved; "the edition used in the Bank of England" 801 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, King's Interest Tables, Tegg's improved 

edition at 7/6 and 9/ advertised 836 

Prices, cheap editions, Bell & Daldy, Poetical Works (Longfellow), "the 

handsomest, best illustrated, and cheapest edition yet published" 1163 

Prices, cheap editions, Black, A. & C. (Edinburgh), cheap (6/) edition of Oswald 

Cray, 2/6 of My School and Schoolmasters, 2/6 of First Impressions of England 

and its People 156 

Prices, cheap editions, Blackie & Son (44 Paternoster Row), Student's English 

Dictionary, The (John Ogilvie), 10/6; review recommends to teachers as "the best 

and cheapest dictionary in the language" 652 

Prices, cheap editions, Book Society, Pilgrim's Progress, The, advertised as 

"one of the handsomest and cheapest editions of Bunyan ever published" 737, 807 



Prices, cheap editions, Book Society, Pilgrim's Progress, The, in alphabetical 

list of publications for October along with Nisbet edition reduced to same price 

(7/6) 987 

Prices, cheap editions, Boosey & Co., Old Songs of Ireland, issued "in a cheap 

and attractive form" 475 

Prices, cheap editions, Bosworth, Thomas (215 Regent Street), Directorium 

Anglicanum, The, third and cheaper (12/) library edition advertised 826 

Prices, cheap editions, Cameron & Ferguson, Pilgrim's Progress, "Liberal terms 

to the Trade" on twopenny edition 927 

Prices, cheap editions, Cameron & Ferguson, Pilgrim's Progress, twopenny 

edition, advertised 927 

Prices, cheap editions, Cameron & Ferguson, Pilgrim's Progress, twopenny 

edition, published 867 

Prices, cheap editions, Cameron & Ferguson, sixpenny, fourpenny and threepenny 

novels advertised 948 

Prices, cheap editions, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, Don Quixote (illus. Dore), for 

30/ "a marvel of excellence and cheapness" 866 

Prices, cheap editions, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, Illustrated Bible Dictionary, 

reviewed as "cheapest ever published" 147, 225 

Prices, cheap editions, Chapman & Hall, cheaper editions of Anthony Trollope's 

and Charles Lever's works advertised 584 

Prices, cheap editions, Collins, William, Sons & Co. (Glasgow), Bibles, 

advertised "at greatly reduced prices" 1182 

Prices, cheap editions, Collins, William, Sons & Co. (Glasgow), prayer books and 

church services, advertised "at greatly reduced prices" 1183 

Prices, cheap editions, Darton & Co. (42 Paternoster Row), Boy's Favourite, The: 

a Book of Recreation and Adventure, "This will be found to be the cheapest Book 

for Boys ever written" (5/); advertised 361 

Prices, cheap editions, Darton & Co. (42 Paternoster Row), Learning Better than 

House and Land (Dr. Carey), cheap 6d edition advertised for distribution 600 

Prices, cheap editions, Deighton, Bell & Daldy (Cambridge), Historical and 

Explanatory Treatise, An (W.G. Humphrey), third and cheaper edition recvised and 

enlarged advertised 653 

Prices, cheap editions, Griffin, Charles & Co. (10 Stationers' Hall Court), 

London Labour and the London Poor (Henry Mayhew), cheap edition (4/6) in 

alphabetical list for month ending 31 January 114 

Prices, cheap editions, Griffin, Charles & Co. (10 Stationers' Hall Court), 

London Labour and the London Poor (Henry Mayhew), "complete, the Cheap Edition" 

at 13/6 in three volumes advertised 45, 230 

Prices, cheap editions, Griffin, Charles & Co. (10 Stationers' Hall Court), 

London Labour and the London Poor (Henry Mayhew), vol 3 (4/6) in publications of 

the month for February (miscellaneous literature) 132 

Prices, cheap editions, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), "cheap books" 

advertised 176 

Prices, cheap editions, Hatchard, Line upon Line, 1/4 cheap edition Part 1 in 

alphabetical list of publications for July 714 

Prices, cheap editions, Heywood, John (Manchester), National Atlas, at 2d 

advertised as "The Cheapest Atlas in the World" 816 

Prices, cheap editions, Houlston & Wright (65 Paternoster Row), 3/6 "on toned 

paper, beatifully bound in cloth, antique or cheaper edition, cloth, 1/6 or 2/6 

advertised 916, 1088 

Prices, cheap editions, Jackson, Walford & Hodder (27 Paternoster Row), new and 

cheap edition of The Contributions of Q.Q. and cheap juvenile series advertised 

1068 

Prices, cheap editions, Kelly, W.B. (8 Grafton Street, Dublin), Sham Squire, 

The, first issue of cheap edition consisting of 6000 copies 391 

Prices, cheap editions, Macintosh, William (24 Paternoster Row), Watt's Divine 

and Moral Songs for the Use of Children, "the aim of the Publisher has been to 

issue an edition of this household Book profusely illustrated and well printed 

on good paper, at such a price as to place it within the reach of all" 1099 



Prices, cheap editions, Milner & Sowerby, Halifax books advertised as "the 

cheapest in the world" 249, 597, 670, 747, 821, 941, 1119, 1388 

Prices, cheap editions, Milner & Sowerby, Halifax books advertised as "the 

cheapest in the world", call attention of trade to "the large and increasing 

sale of their cheap publications" 363, 510 

Prices, cheap editions, Milner & Sowerby, take premises at 44 Paternoster Row 

295 

Prices, cheap editions, Murray, Antique Gems, second and cheaper edition in 

prospects of the (Christmas) season (fine arts, music and painting) 878 

Prices, cheap editions, Nelson & Sons, maps, 6d and 1/ maps of Prussia, Austria, 

German states and northern Italy; get-up excellent with further advantage of 

cheapness 552 

Prices, cheap editions, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Popular and Standard 

Publications advertised as "choicely printed, elegantly bound, and remarkably 

cheap" 394 

Prices, cheap editions, Nisbet & Co., Memoirs of Elizabeth, last Duchess of 

Gordon, cheap edition, advertised 952 

Prices, cheap editions, Nisbet & Co., Memoirs of Elizabeth, last Duchess of 

Gordon, cheap edition, in prospects of the (Christmas) season (biography) 875 

Prices, cheap editions, Oliver & Boyd (Edinburgh), Dictionary of the English 

Language, containing the Pronunciation, Etymology, and Explanation of all Words 

authorized by Eminent Writers (Alexander Reid), "cheaper edition of Reid's 

school dictionary", reduced to 5/, "the publishers have been frequently 

requested to lower the price of this book, and it is hoped that the reduction 

will greatly increase its already very extensive use in schools" 690 

Prices, cheap editions, Rivingtons, Household Theology cheaper form welcomed; "a 

book which cannot be too widely circulated" 122 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

cheap edition (9d) of Lennie's English Grammar and "the cheapest spelling-book 

ever published" (1/ and 9d) 682 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

cheap edition of Watt's Scripture History (1/) and "the cheapest penny table-

book" advertised 683 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

cheapest editions - Standard Library (3/6), "cheapest edition of the poets" (2/6 

each), cheap edition of Will Adams, the First Englishman in Japan (5/) 139 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

cheapest editions of The Curiosities of Literature(6 X 6d), Adventures of Don 

Quixote (3/6), William Cobbett's English Grammar (1/), poets (2/6) 521 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), cheap edition welcomed though 

question as to "why two editions should come out at the same time from different 

publishers" 631 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

Curiosities of Literature, The (Isaac Disraeli), review quoted in advertisement 

notes "a triumph of cheapness" 755 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

new and cheaper edition of Froissart's Chronicles in prospects of the 

(Christmas) season (history) 881 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

new and cheaper edition of Professor Morley's Fairy Tales in prospects of the 

(Christmas) season (illustrated and children's books) 873 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

Pilgrim's Progress (Bunyan), new and cheaper edition (12/6) advertised 1214 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

Rough Diamonds (John Hollingshead), new and cheaper edition (2/6) advertised 

1215 

Prices, cheap editions, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

Wits and Beaux of Society, The and Queens of Society, The, cheaper edition with 

illustrations advertised 599, 1214 



Prices, cheap editions, Smith, J. Russell (36 Soho Square), Versions of the Holy 

Gospels in Gothic ... Anglo-Saxon ... Wycliffe ... and Tyndale (Rev.Dr. Bosworth 

and G. Waring), 12/6; "a very low price has been fixed, to ensure an extended 

sale among students and higher schools" 694 

Prices, cheap editions, SPCK, Bookseller "delighted to see the Society engaged 

in distributing a sixpenny Bible and twopenny Prayer Book" 296 

Prices, cheap editions, Suttaby, R. & A., Eucharistica, meditations and prayers 

produced in cheap edition (1/) for parochial distribution as well as 2/6 cloth 

and 5/ bound in morocco 374 

Prices, cheap editions, Tegg, William (12.5 Pancras Lane), school dictionaries, 

"are the most modern, the cheapest and the best" 691 

Prices, cheap editions, Tinsley Brothers, cheap editions in prospects of the 

(Christmas) season (fiction) 879 

Prices, cheap editions, Ward, Lock & Tyler (Warwick House, Paternoster Row), 

"new and cheaper editions of Webster's dictionaries" advertised 357 

Prices, cheap editions, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), cheap 

editions of dictionaries (1/ and 2/6), cheap popular editions of spelling-books 

(9d) and cheap editions of histories (1/ and 2/) advertised 697, 761 

Prices, cheap editions, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

illustrations in children's toy books praised as well as being cheap 785 

Prices, cheap publications, Strahan, Alexander (56 Ludgate Hill), Critical 

English Testament, The, 3 vols, price 18/, reviews noted cheapness 964 

Prices, copyright and see Copyright, prices  

Prices, diaries, Blackwell, James & Co. (8 Lovell's Court), new diaries 

"unequalled in cheapness and style of getting up" 799 

Prices, discounts, correspondence, Boyce, Henry W., bookseller criticizes 

cheaper rates offered to schools and public, particularly clergy, than trade 870 

Prices, engravings, Tegg, William (12.5 Pancras Lane), catalogue of cheap 

engravings advertised 691 

Prices, expensive editions, Eastward (Norman Macleod), 14/; "a book, which 

though brought out expensively, in all the glories of fine paper, binding and 

illustration, is in many respects one of the most notable that has lately 

appeared" 1010 

Prices, expensive editions, Penny Readings in Prose & Verse, "very Superior 

Edition" issued by Warne & Co. in 3 vols at 10/6 265 

Prices, five shilling publications, Griffin & Co., "issuing some old favourite 

editions in a new form"; Goldsmith's works, poetry and prose forms one volume 3 

Prices, five shilling publications, Griffin & Co., octavo series advertised as 

"cheapest books ever published" 744 

Prices, five shilling publications, Hurst & Blackett's Standard Library, of 

cheap editions of popular modern works advertised 46, 662, 1083 

Prices, five shilling publications, Partridge, S.W., Our Dumb Companions, "a 

work of marvellous cheapness" 518 

Prices, halfpenny publications, Chatterbox, advertised 1102 

Prices, halfpenny publications, Kind Words for Boys and Girls, advertised as 

"wonderful specimen of good and cheap literature" 11* 

Prices, increased prices, Asher, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1328 

Prices, increased prices, Bell & Daldy, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1417 

Prices, increased prices, Bentley, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1322, 1327 

Prices, increased prices, Black, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 989 

Prices, increased prices, Burns & Lambert, in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, December 1325 

Prices, increased prices, Causton, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1326 

Prices, increased prices, Church of England Inst., in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, July 714 



Prices, increased prices, Church of England Inst., in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, September 859 

Prices, increased prices, Griffin, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, July 716 

Prices, increased prices, Hunt, W. & Co., in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, October 989 

Prices, increased prices, Low, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

June 628 

Prices, increased prices, Low, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 990 

Prices, increased prices, Miller, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, August 778 

Prices, increased prices, Routledge, Traditions of Lancashire (Roby); out of 

print before day of publication; advance on publishers' price offered for large 

paper copies 783 

Prices, increased prices, Silverlock, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1324 

Prices, increased prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1329 

Prices, increased prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 988, 990 

Prices, increased prices, Sunday School Union, in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, December 1329 

Prices, increased prices, Tegg, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1322, 1328 

Prices, increased prices, Trubner, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, July 714 

Prices, increased prices, Trubner, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, March 282 

Prices, increased prices, Trubner, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 987 

Prices, increased prices, Virtue, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, March 284 

Prices, increased prices, Williams & Norgate, in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, October 989 

Prices, limited editions, Ward, Lock & Tyler, The Fairy Realm illustrated by 

Gustave Dore advertised at one guinea 46 

Prices, one shilling and sixpence publications, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), 

Heaven Our Home, new cheap (1/6) editions by author advertised 165, 250, 394 

Prices, one shilling and sixpence publications, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), 

"new eighteenpenny reward books" advertised 172 

Prices, paper, correspondence, American use of cheap English paper increases 

price for Britons 8 

Prices, penny publications, Cassell, Illustrated Book of Sacred Poems, one penny 

weekly; advertised 1369 

Prices, penny publications, Cassell, Illustrated Penny Readings, advertised 805, 

1181 

Prices, penny publications, Cassell, Illustrated Penny Readings, deserve success 

but some are useless for public readings 867 

Prices, penny publications, standard and original penny readings produced by 

Cassell and Routledge 785 

Prices, penny publications, Hall, A. & Co., British Boy, The, advertised 901, 

1400 

Prices, penny publications, Hall, A. & Co., British Juvenile, The: at Home, Work 

and Play, "good and cheap reading"; "pure literature" as opposed to "wide 

circulation of unsuitable publications, which tend only to fascinate and corrupt 

young readers" 387 

Prices, penny publications, Hall, A. & Co., British Juvenile, The: at Home, Work 

and Play, further advertised 574 

Prices, penny publications, Heywood, Abel & Son, series of penny guide-books 576 

Prices, penny publications, Infants' Magazine, The, advertised 10* 



Prices, penny publications, Infants' Magazine, The, in large type one penny 

monthly 3 

Prices, penny publications, Lothian & Co. (12 Ave Maria Lane), Net Cast in Many 

Waters, The, issued monthly 158 

Prices, penny publications, National Society's Depository, Westminster, Pleasant 

Hours for May advertised 416 

Prices, penny publications, Partridge, S.W. (9 Paternoster Row), illustrated 

sheet almanacks advertised 901 

Prices, penny publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Routledge's Penny Table Book, "the cheapest Penny Table-Book" 67 

Prices, penny publications, Shaw, John F. & Co. (48 Paternoster Row), Household 

Proverbs for the People, "selling by thousands" 172 

Prices, penny publications, Shaw, John F. & Co. (48 Paternoster Row), Penny 

Letter Tracts, advertised 828 

Prices, penny publications, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, The 

Children's Almanack, The Cottager's Penny Almanack and The Cottager's Sheet 

Almanack advertised 898 

Prices, penny publications, Sunday School Union, advertised 907 

Prices, penny publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), table-

book, catechism, collect-book, hymn-book, prayer-book 697, 761 

Prices, printing and, London Steam Printing Office, "prepared to execute all 

kinds of book and periodical printing at a considerable reduction on London 

prices. Guildford is only one hour's ride from London the South-Western Railway. 

The office is directly opposite the Railway Station. Carriage of paper paid to 

and from London" 1288, 1409 

Prices, quality and, after frequently speaking "of the careless and 

unsatisfactory manner in which the authorized presses issue nearly all the 

Prayer-books published by them" review of some "deserving of praise"; "the 

publishers appear to have been haunted by the spectre of cheapness, and 

accordingly have effected savings where none were required" 1046 

Prices, quality and, good, Chapman & Hall, Select Library of Fiction, advertised 

as "the best, cheapest and most popular 2s. novels published, well printed in 

clear readable type, on good paper, & strongly bound", "containing the writings 

of the most popular writers" 492 

Prices, quality and, good, Library Edition of the Poets, The, previously "cheap 

editions of standard authors were associated in the minds of the trade with 

worthless texts and inferior get-up"; James Nichol's well-produced and carefully 

edited text at 3/6 a volume "took the trade by surprise, and many were the 

prognostications of failure" 481 

Prices, quality and, poor, Bibles, prayer books and Church Services, "extensive 

series of badly-printed books" issued by her Majesty's printers and Universities 

of Oxford and Cambridge; defence that "these books only pay when printed upon 

the cheap and nasty principle" challenged 475 

Prices, reduced prices, Aylott, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

June 626 

Prices, reduced prices, Bacon, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

June 1417 

Prices, reduced prices, Bell & Daldy, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, April 469 

Prices, reduced prices, Bell & Daldy, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1322, 1324 

Prices, reduced prices, Bell & Daldy, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, March 280, 281 

Prices, reduced prices, Bell & Daldy, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, May 545 

Prices, reduced prices, Bell & Daldy, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 987 

Prices, reduced prices, Bentley, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 713 

Prices, reduced prices, Blackie, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1322 



Prices, reduced prices, Blackwood, Jas., in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, April 467 

Prices, reduced prices, Blackwoods, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1330 

Prices, reduced prices, Bohn, Henry G., catalogue of works "at very reduced 

prices, the Advertiser being about to retire from business" advertised 528 

Prices, reduced prices, Bohn, Henry G., in alphabetical list of publications, 

December 1330 

Prices, reduced prices, Bohn, Henry G. (4 & 5 York Street), Bohn's Imperial 

Series and other books of reference and study advertised at reduced prices 1205-

8 

Prices, reduced prices, Bohn, Henry G. (4 & 5 York Street), Life of the Duke of 

Wellington (Maxwell), "originally published at 3 pounds 7/, and obtained a very 

large sale at that price. They now cost only 1 pounds 7/ 1206 

Prices, reduced prices, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, Working Man, numbers of second 

volume to be published at reduced price of one penny 551 

Prices, reduced prices, Cassell, Petter & Galpin, Working Man, advertised 577 

Prices, reduced prices, Chambers, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, August 778 

Prices, reduced prices, Collingridge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, May 545 

Prices, reduced prices, Collins, William, Sons & Co., call attention of trade to 

Book of Common Prayer, and Church Services and illustrated Holy Bibles at 

greatly reduced prices 366 

Prices, reduced prices, Collins, William, Sons & Co., in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, December 1324 

Prices, reduced prices, Dean, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 715 

Prices, reduced prices, Duffy, J. (15 Wellington Quay, Dublin), Duffy's 

Hibernian Magazine, 5 vols reduced to 10/ advertised 384 

Prices, reduced prices, Elliot, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1326 

Prices, reduced prices, Fullarton, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, July 715 

Prices, reduced prices, Fullarton, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, September 857 

Prices, reduced prices, Griffin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

May 548 

Prices, reduced prices, Griffin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 987, 988 

Prices, reduced prices, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, December 1324, 1328 

Prices, reduced prices, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), in alphabetical list of 

publications for month, March 280, 281 

Prices, reduced prices, Hall & Co. (25 Paternoster Row), works at reduced prices 

advertised 52 

Prices, reduced prices, Hamilton, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1328, 1420 

Prices, reduced prices, Hamilton, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 989 

Prices, reduced prices, Hamilton, Adams & Co. (Paternoster Row), in alphabetical 

list of publications for month, May 546, 548 

Prices, reduced prices, Hamilton, Adams & Co. (Paternoster Row), in alphabetical 

list of publications for month, September 858, 860 

Prices, reduced prices, Hamilton, Adams & Co. (Paternoster Row), James, Works of 

the late Rev. John Angell, reduced works at 10/ and 2/6 advertised 586 

Prices, reduced prices, Hamilton, Adams & Co. (Paternoster Row), James, Works of 

the late Rev. John Angell, several works reduced from 4/ to 2/6; advertised 365 

Prices, reduced prices, Hatchard, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1323 



Prices, reduced prices, Houlsten, in alphabetical list of publications, 

September 857 

Prices, reduced prices, Hurst & Blackett, in alphabetical list of publications, 

October 988 

Prices, reduced prices, Lilly, J. (17 & 18 New Street), above 50, 000 volumes of 

rare, curious, useful, & valuable books ... on sale "at very greatly reduced 

prices"; catalogue of old books "at remarkably low prices" 417 

Prices, reduced prices, Lockwood, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, April 469 

Prices, reduced prices, Longmans, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 988 

Prices, reduced prices, Longmans, Outline of the Literature of Germany (A.M. 

Selss), reduced to 3/6 196 

Prices, reduced prices, Macintosh, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, April 470 

Prices, reduced prices, Macintosh, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1417 

Prices, reduced prices, Macintosh, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, June 625 

Prices, reduced prices, Macintosh, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, May 546 

Prices, reduced prices, Macmillan, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, April 469 

Prices, reduced prices, Macmillan, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1420 

Prices, reduced prices, Masters, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

April 469 

Prices, reduced prices, Masters, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1327, 1330 

Prices, reduced prices, Masters, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 715 

Prices, reduced prices, Masters, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

June 627 

Prices, reduced prices, Masters, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 989, 990 

Prices, reduced prices, Morgan & Chase, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, March 281 

Prices, reduced prices, Morgan, J., in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1326 

Prices, reduced prices, Mozley, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 713 

Prices, reduced prices, Nelson, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

April 468, 469 

Prices, reduced prices, Nelson, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

May 546 

Prices, reduced prices, Nelson, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 987, 988 

Prices, reduced prices, Nisbet & Co., Holy Bible, The (annot. Rev. Thomas 

Scott), buy remaining stock of work nor reduced in price and are prepared to 

supply copies to trade on very advantageous terms 337 

Prices, reduced prices, Nisbet & Co., in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, August 778 

Prices, reduced prices, Nisbet & Co., in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1323 

Prices, reduced prices, Nisbet & Co., in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 987 

Prices, reduced prices, Palmer, Ebenezer, to reduce stock of rare and curious 

books at greatly reduced prices in consequence of being about to rebuild 

premises in Paternoster Row 698 

Prices, reduced prices, Parliamentary reports 773 



Prices, reduced prices, Richardson, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, May 547 

Prices, reduced prices, Rivingtons, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, April 468 

Prices, reduced prices, Routledge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, April 467, 468, 470 

Prices, reduced prices, Routledge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, July 714, 780 

Prices, reduced prices, Routledge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, June 623 

Prices, reduced prices, Routledge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, March 280, 281, 283, 284 

Prices, reduced prices, Routledge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, May 545, 546, 547, 548 

Prices, reduced prices, Routledge, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 990 

Prices, reduced prices, Seeleys, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1418 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, Hours with the Muses (J.C. Prince), reduced to 

2/6 195 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

April 469 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1328 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 716 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

June 626 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

March 281, 282, 283, 284 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

May 546 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

September 857 

Prices, reduced prices, Simpkin, Rogerson's Musings in Many Moods, reduced to 5/ 

196 

Prices, reduced prices, Smith, J.R., in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, December 1330 

Prices, reduced prices, Smith, J.R., in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, October 990 

Prices, reduced prices, Snow, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 716 

Prices, reduced prices, Snow, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 990 

Prices, reduced prices, Snow, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

September (many) 857, 858, 859, 860 

Prices, reduced prices, Society for Promotion of Christian Knowledge, in 

alphabetical list of publications for month, December 1325 

Prices, reduced prices, Society for Promotion of Christian Knowledge, in 

alphabetical list of publications for month, July 716 

Prices, reduced prices, Society for Promotion of Christian Knowledge, in 

alphabetical list of publications for month, June 628 

Prices, reduced prices, Society for Promotion of Christian Knowledge, in 

alphabetical list of publications for month, September 860 

Prices, reduced prices, Spon, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

December 1419 

Prices, reduced prices, Spon, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 989 

Prices, reduced prices, Tegg, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

October 988 



Prices, reduced prices, Templeman, in alphabetical list of publications for 

month, May 546 

Prices, reduced prices, Virtue, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

March 283 

Prices, reduced prices, Warne, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

April 466 

Prices, reduced prices, Warne, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 715 

Prices, reduced prices, Warne, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

June 624 

Prices, reduced prices, Weale, in alphabetical list of publications for month, 

July 713 

Prices, reduced prices, Williams & Norgate, Genesis of the Earth and of Man 

(R.S. Poole), reduced to 5/ 195 

Prices, reduced prices, Williams & Norgate, in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, December 1322 

Prices, reduced prices, Williams & Norgate, in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, June 624 

Prices, reduced prices, Williams & Norgate, in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, March 283 

Prices, reduced prices, Williams & Norgate, in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, May 547 

Prices, reduced prices, Williams & Norgate, in alphabetical list of publications 

for month, September 860 

Prices, remainders, Brinkman, E. (2 Chadwell Street), cheap remainders 

advertised 415 

Prices, remainders, Griffin, Charles & Co. (Stationers' Hall Court), offer 

remainders of standard works at greatly reduced prices 808 

Prices, school books, Allan, William & Co., importers of foreign books (9 

Stationers' Hall Court), Grieb's English-German and German-English Dictionary, 

"incomparably the best and cheapest German Dictionary yet published" 25 

Prices, school books, Hardwicke, Robert, Mangnall's Questions, cheap edition 

(1/) of valuable school book now ready 48 

Prices, school books, Heywood, Abel & Son (56 and 58 Oldham Street, Manchester), 

series of 3d progressive copy books advertised as "the cheapest in the trade" 

415 

Prices, school books, Heywood, John, twopenny atlas "cheapest of the knd" 

"produced at a price that prevents grumbling"; "in the hands of any less 

thriving publisher we should be disposed to ask the question, Will it pay?" 868 

Prices, school books, Heywood, John (Manchester), national copy-books advertised 

as "the cheapest copy-books in the trade" 1262 

Prices, school books, Jackson, Walford & Hodder (27 Paternoster Row), shilling 

school books for beginners advertised 49 

Prices, school books, Lothian & Co., Illustrations of Scripture History from the 

Monuments of Egypt, Chaldea, Assyria, and Babylonia, supplies want of "cheap 

book containing illustrations of Bible history" "useful to Sunday-school pupils 

and teachers" 476 

Prices, school books, Mozley, John & Charles (6 Paternoster Row), Kings of 

England, "cheap school edition slightly abridged" (1/2 rather than 3/) 

advertised 347 

Prices, school books, Murby, Thomas (32 Bouverie Street), Laurie's Standard 

Readers, "cheaper edition", "cheapest of modern readers extant" advertised 238 

Prices, school books, Murby, Thomas (32 Bouverie Street), practical school books 

edited by James Stuart Laurie, "distinguished by their Attractiveness, Cheapness 

and Practicability" 20 

Prices, school books, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Irish National School-

Books, The, "the cheapest school-books published" 63, 672 

Prices, school books, Philip, George & Son, Comprehensive School Atlas of 

Ancient and Modern Geography, advertised as "best and cheapest school atlas 

published" 680, 832 



Prices, school books, Philip, George & Son, Scripture Atlas (1/) / Physical 

Atlas (2/6), "Such a work as this had no existence in our school-boy days, and 

it augurs well for the industry of teachers that there should be sufficient 

demand for a cheap Atlas of this kind" 122 

Prices, school books, Rivingtons (London, Oxford and Cambridge), Household 

Theology, "New and Cheaper Edition for Schools" 19 

Prices, school books, Rivingtons (London, Oxford and Cambridge), Practical 

Introduction to Latin Verse Composition, A, fourth and cheaper edition 

considerably revised 674 

Prices, school books, Routledge, George & Sons (Broadway, Ludgate Hill), 

spelling books, "the cheapest spelling-book ever published" (1/ and 9d) 682 

Prices, school books, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Street), "cheapest 

illustrated spelling book" and penny school books advertised 31 

Prices, school books, Bennett, Alfred W. (5 Bishopsgate Without), Ackworth 

Reading Book, The, "a liberal allowance to schools" 652 

Prices, second-hand books, Baker, Thomas (20 Goswell Street), catalogue of cheap 

and valuable books advertised 415 

Prices, second-hand books, Findley, George (89 High Street, Leicester), cheap 

second-hand books advertised 916 

Prices, serial publications, Nature and Art, new monthly magazine from Day & 

Son; "it is wonderful how so handsome and valuable a book can be produced in 

shilling numbers" 551 

Prices, serial publications, Pilgrim's Progress, The, Book Society's large type 

edition reissued in 12 6d monthly parts; "will form one of the handsomest and 

cheapest editions of Bunyan ever published" 342 

Prices, shilling publications, annuals, advertised by Cassell, Petter & Galpin 

921 

Prices, shilling publications, annuals, advertised by George Routledge & Sons 

1333 

Prices, shilling publications, annuals, advertised by Warne & Co. 905 

Prices, shilling publications, annuals, in prospects of the (Christmas) season 

(illustrated and children's books) 873 

Prices, shilling publications, annuals, shilling annuals announced by a number 

of publishers 864 

Prices, shilling publications, Belgravia, "the quantity of matter and the number 

of illustrations rendered it the cheapest shilling magazine published" 1344 

Prices, shilling publications, Bell & Daldy, Little Foxes, The (Mrs. Stowe's new 

work), "cheap edition for the people" advertised 493 

Prices, shilling publications, Bell & Daldy, Little Foxes, The (Mrs. Stowe's new 

work), "cheap edition" further advertised 801 

Prices, shilling publications, Black, A. & C. (Edinburgh), cheap editions of 

some guide books advertised 575 

Prices, shilling publications, Blackwood, James (Lovell's Court), Library of 

Excellent Literature and Choice Books for Young Persons advertised 35 

Prices, shilling publications, Book Society (19 Paternoster Row), series of 

shilling books for young advertised 145 

Prices, shilling publications, Boosey & Co., publishes Mozart's Requiem Mass, 

Gounod's S. Cecilia and 20 Christy Minstrels in shilling series "all admirably 

printed in clear music type" 475 

Prices, shilling publications, Dicks, Mr., Works of Shakespeare, in publications 

of the month for October (poetry and the drama) 895 

Prices, shilling publications, Dicks, Mr., Works of Shakespeare, "We observe 

that Mr. Dicks is already in the field with a complete Shakespeare for one 

shilling. Fortunately for Mr. Hotten, the appearance of this book will not 

recommend it to persons of taste" 868 

Prices, shilling publications, Griffin, Hall & Co. (10 Stationers' Hall Court), 

Bell's English Poets, cheap reissue completed 424 

Prices, shilling publications, Hall, A. & Co., Manning, Miss works, cheap 

editions of Old Chelsea Bun House and Deborah's Diary in alphabetical list of 

publications for month for March 283 



Prices, shilling publications, Hardwicke, Robert (192 Piccadilly), Mangnall's 

Questions, cheap edition of valuable school book now ready carefully revised and 

brought up to the present time 661 

Prices, shilling publications, Hardwicke, Robert (192 Piccadilly), Shilling 

Peerage, The, Shilling Baronetage, Shilling Knightage and Shilling House of 

Commons for 1866, advertised 155 

Prices, shilling publications, Hardwicke, Robert (192 Piccadilly), Shilling 

Peerage, The, Shilling Baronetage, Shilling Knightage and Shilling House of 

Commons for 1866, noticed in trade news 204 

Prices, shilling publications, Hotten, John Camden, Josh Billings, his Book of 

Sayings, cheap 1/ edition advertised alongside 3/6 in alphabetical list of 

publications for June 626 

Prices, shilling publications, Hotten, John Camden, Works of Shakespeare, 

announces complete edition including poems and doubtful plays with biography and 

glossary edited by one of the most competent Shakespearian scholars for a 

shilling; "how it can be done for that money passes our comprehension" 785 

Prices, shilling publications, Hotten, John Camden, Works of Shakespeare, text 

"will give it a singular and unique value"; contains emendations of Mr. Dyce, 

Mr. Collier and Mr. Howard Staunton; "typographical accuracy" ensured by "every 

word being checked off by five different readers" 813 

Prices, shilling publications, Houlston & Wright (65 Paternoster Row), 

Illustrated Shilling Library, "especially suited for Railway or Steamboat 

Travellers" 908 

Prices, shilling publications, Macintosh, William (24 Paternoster Row), reading 

book and new series of Parish Library Books 55 

Prices, shilling publications, Macmillan, Juvenal, new and cheaper edition in 

prospects of the (Christmas) season (classics, translations, etc.) 875 

Prices, shilling publications, Macmillan & Co. (London), Shilling Book of 

Arithmetic for National and Elementary Schools, A 56 

Prices, shilling publications, Moxon, Hood's Poems, cheap edition in 

publications of the month for June (poetry and darama) 561 

Prices, shilling publications, Murby, Thomas (32 Bouverie Street), Laurie's 

Shilling Entertaining Library, "suitable for prizes and presents, and adapted to 

the requirements of school libraries, families and working men" 351 

Prices, shilling publications, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular 

Tales, "compact, handy Volumes, suitable for railway, seaside, and general 

reading"; aimed at "readers who, during a leisure hour, short railway or 

steamboat trip, or passing opportunity" hesitate to take up novel of usual 

proportions but would welcome short stories 255 

Prices, shilling publications, Religious Tract Society (56 paternoster Row & 164 

Piccadilly), Pilgrim's Progress, The, new and cheap edition advertised 416 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Doctor Basilius and Twenty Years After (A. Dumas), in publications of the 

month for October (novels) 894 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Routledge's British Spelling-Book, advertised as "the cheapest Spelling-

Book ever published" 68 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Three Muskateers, The (A. Dumas), cheap edition in alphabetical list of 

publications for August 778 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Three Muskateers, The (A. Dumas), in publications of the month for 

September (novels) 791 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Three Muskateers, The (A. Dumas), "so successful has been the publication 

that the whole impression ... was disposed of before the end of last month" 785 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), little dictionary 

"which for cheapness, completeness and usefulness, distances all competitors"; 

"It contains nearly three hundred closely-printed pages on good paper"; "No 



shilling dictionary that we are acquainted with contains so much information as 

this" 5 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), advertised as "the 

cheapest dictionary ever published" - publishers "confidently anticipating that 

the increased sale will amply compensate them for the great reduction in price" 

13* 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), two shilling 

dictionary advertised (256pp, 19th thousand) 66 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), in alphabetical list 

for month ending 31 January (also 2/6 or with with key 3/ Tegg edition and 1/ 

Warne edition) 116 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), Bookseller defends 

praise of work against criticism from Warne; "the fact of Messrs. Routledge 

reducing to one shilling a book which, cheap publishers as they have always 

been, they formerly published at two shillings, goes far to prove we were right 

in describing it as the cheapest dictionary published" 127 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), in publications of 

the month for February (English philology and education) (also 2/6 Tegg edition 

and 1/ Warne edition) 136 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), "the cheapest 

dictionary ever published" 140 

Prices, shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, Ludgate 

Hill), Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), new 1/6 edition in 

alphabetical list of publications for February 196 

Prices, shilling publications, Smith, Elder & Co. (65 Cornhill), Monthly Volumes 

of Standard Authors, Beyminster and Counterparts added 121 

Prices, shilling publications, Suttaby, R. & A. (London), Eucharistica for 

Parochial Distribution, 1/ "cheap edition" advertised 153 

Prices, shilling publications, Tegg, William (Pancras Lane), Walker and Webster 

combined in a Dictionary of the English Language, 29th thousand at 5/ advertised 

263 

Prices, shilling publications, Tegg, William (Pancras Lane), Walker and Webster 

combined in a Dictionary of the English Language, new one-shilling dictionary 

advertised, "may safely be pronounced the cheapest and most perfect one-shilling 

dictionary ever published" 605, 759, 836 

Prices, shilling publications, Tegg, William (Pancras Lane), Walker and Webster 

combined in a Dictionary of the English Language, new one-shilling dictionary in 

publications of the month for July (English philology and education) 639 

Prices, shilling publications, Tegg, William (Pancras Lane), Walker and Webster 

combined in a Dictionary of the English Language, reviewed as "wonderfully 

cheap, compact and well-printed" 785 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Victoria Picture Spelling Book, The, advertised as "the Cheapest Shilling 

Spelling Book" 175 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), advertised as "the cheapest 

dictionary ever published"; "In ordering, specify Warne's Shilling Walker, and 

have no other" 30 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), advertised as "the cheapest 

new shilling dictionary" 175 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), in alphabetical list for 

month ending 31 January ("Pearl Edition") 116 



Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), in publications of the month 

for February (English philology and education) 136 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), reviewed 119 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), claims to have 3700 words in 

no other 1/ book 412 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), 1/ pearl edition in 

publications of the month for September (English philology and education) 794 

Prices, shilling publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Walker's Pronouncing Dictionary (ed. P.A. Nuttall), correspondence, claim 

originality in producing shilling dictionary prior to that of Routledge; 

Bookseller defends coverage 126-7 

Prices, situations vacant, "A Young Man acquainted with Juvenile and Cheap 

Books" wanted by Abel Heywood & Son, Oldham Street, Manchester 852 

Prices, six shilling publications, Deighton, Bell & Co. (Cambridge), Memoir of 

the late Bishop Mackenzie, "new and cheaper edition" advertised 378 

Prices, six shilling publications, Macmillan & Co. (16 Bedford Street), Hillyars 

and the Burtons, The, new and cheaper edition advertised 819 

Prices, six shilling publications, Smith, Elder & Co. (65 Cornhill), In the 

Silver Age (Holme Lee), "new and cheaper edition" 69 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Cassell, Biographical Dictionary, sixpence 

monthly; advertised 1369 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Blackwoods, Wilson (Prof.) works, in publications 

of the month for December (novels) 1365 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Hotten, John Camden (74 and 75 Piccadilly), 

Library of World-wide Authors 813 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Hotten, John Camden (74 and 75 Piccadilly), 

Library of World-wide Authors, in prospects of the (Christmas) season (fiction) 

879 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), "cheapest toy-

books published" advertised 1077 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Smith & Elder, Last Chronicle of Barset, to be 

published weekly 906 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Warne, Frederick & Co. (15 Bedford Square), 

Clydesdale Classics, The, Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress advertised as first volume 

992 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Mr Hotten and Messrs. Black 

issue sixpenny editions 784 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Black announce 6d monthly as 

"copyright edition, entire" 803 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Black's "with all the Author's 

latest Corrections, Notes, and Introductions" and Hotten's "Author's Original 

Editions, complete" in publications of the month for October (novels) 895 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, advertised by Hotten 813 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Hotten's new edition at 6d each 

in alphabetical list of publications for September 860 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Black's vol 1 in alphabetical 

list of publications for October 990 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Blacks's and Hotten's editions 

in alphabetical list of publications for December 1129 

Prices, sixpenny publications, Waverley Novels, Blacks's and Hotten's editions 

in publications of the month for December (novels) 1365 

Prices, subscription publications, English Mansions, Villas, Lodges, Etc, 

offered by Atchley & Co. to subscribers until 15 June 30/, then 2 pounds 2s.  

496 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Griffith & Farran, African 

Wanderers, The, cheaper edition advertised 1087 



Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Griffith & Farran, African 

Wanderers, The, new and cheaper edition in prospects of the (Christmas) season 

(illustrated and children's books) 873 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Jackson, Walford and Hodder 

(27 Paternoster Row), Central Truths, cheap edition advertised 323 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Nimmo, William P. 

(Edinburgh), Crown Library, The, The Crown Burns reviewed as "small, clear, 

compact, and cheap" 62, 164, 252, 394 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Nimmo, William P. 

(Edinburgh), popular edition of The Works of the Poets, "at once the cheapest 

and handsomest edition of the poets in the market" 472, 514, 1078 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Rivingtons (London, Oxford 

and Cambridge), Household Theology and Thoughts on Personal Religion, 3/6 

"cheaper" or "cheap" edition" advertised 160 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Routledge, following up their 

excellent series of reprints with great spirit 121 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Routledge, George & Sons, 

Standard Library, "the cheapest complete editions" - advertised 139, 322 

Prices, three shillings and sixpence publications, Strahan, Alexander (56 

Ludgate Hill), Guthrie (Dr.) works, popular edition in uniform volumes 

advertised 964 

Prices, trade terms see Bookselling and distribution, terms 

Prices, two shilling and sixpence publications, Kelly, W.B. (8 Grafton Street), 

Sham Squire, The, "cheap edition" advertised 236 

Prices, two shilling and sixpence publications, Low, Cross Country (Walter 

Thornbury), cheap edition in publications of the month for December (novels) 

1365 

Prices, two shilling and sixpence publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The 

Broadway, Ludgate Hill), "cheapest edition of the poets" (2/6 each) advertised 

139, 322 

Prices, two shilling and sixpence publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The 

Broadway, Ludgate Hill), Poetical Works of Robert Burns, The, "cheapest edition 

ever published" 322 

Prices, two shilling and sixpence publications, Smith, Elder & Co. (65 

Cornhill), Conscript, the (Erckmann-Chatrian), cheap (2/6) edition in 

publications of the month for December (novels) 1365 

Prices, two shilling and sixpence publications, Smith, Elder & Co. (65 

Cornhill), Dead Secret (Wilkie Collins) "cheap edition" in series of cheap 

editions of standard works (Collins's Hide and Seek also issued uniform with 

above) 69 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Bleak House, 

1st of 2 vols of cheap edition in publications of the month for September 

(novels) 796 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Bleak House, 

1st of 2 vols of people's edition in alphabetical list of publications for 

September 858 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Bleak House, 

2nd of 2 vols in publications of the month for December (novels) 1365 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Bleak House, 

2nd of 2 vols of people's edition in alphabetical list of publications for 

December 1324 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Life and 

Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit, The, 1st of 2 vols in alphabetical list of 

publications for June 625 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Life and 

Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit, The, 1st of 2 vols of cheap edition in 

publications of the month for June (novels) 563 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Life and 

Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit, The, 2nd of 2 vols of cheap edition in 

alphabetical list of publications for July 715 



Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Life and 

Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit, The, 2nd of 2 vols of cheap edition in 

publications of the month for July (novels) 636 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Little 

Dorrit, 1st vol of cheap edition in alphabetical list of publications for 

December 1418 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Personal 

History of David Copperfield, The, 2nd vol of cheap edition in publications of 

the month for May (novels) 485 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Select 

Library of Fiction, cheap edition of Married Beneath Him in alphabetical list of 

publications for December 1420 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Select 

Library of Fiction, cheap edition of Married Beneath Him in publications of the 

month for December 1365 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Select 

Library of Fiction, in alphabetical list of publications, December 1329 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Select 

Library of Fiction, "the best, cheapest, and most popular novels published" 143, 

492, 644, 802, 1084 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Sketches by 

Boz, cheap edition in alphabetical list of publications for June 625 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Tale of Two 

Cities, A, cheap edition in alphabetical list of publications for August 778 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Tale of Two 

Cities, A, cheap edition in publications of the month for September (novels) 791 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Uncommercial 

Traveller, cheap edition in publications of the month for December (novels) 1365 

Prices, two shilling publications, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Uncommercial 

Traveller, people's edition in alphabetical list of publications for December 

1324 

Prices, two shilling publications, Hall & Co. (Paternoster Row), Maiden and 

Married Life of Mary Powell (Miss Manning), "cheap edition", advertised 138 

Prices, two shilling publications, Hall & Co. (Paternoster Row), Maiden and 

Married Life of Mary Powell (Miss Manning), "cheap edition", in alphabetical 

list of publications for February 195 

Prices, two shilling publications, Hall & Co. (Paternoster Row), Maiden and 

Married Life of Mary Powell (Miss Manning), "cheap edition", in publications of 

the month for March (novels) 213 

Prices, two shilling publications, Hall & Co. (Paternoster Row), Provocations of 

Madame Palissy, "cheap edition" in alphabetical list of publications for 

February 195 

Prices, two shilling publications, Lockwood & Co. (7 Stationers' Hall Court), 

Richard Cobden, The Apostle of Free Trade (John McGilchrist), "Cheap Edition for 

Working Men" advertised 16 

Prices, two shilling publications, Lockwood & Co. (7 Stationers' Hall Court), 

Richard Cobden, The Apostle of Free Trade (John McGilchrist), "cheap edition" in 

publications of the month (biography and history) (January) 10 

Prices, two shilling publications, Routledge, George & Sons (The Broadway, 

Ludgate Hill), Poetical Works of Robert Burns, The, "Cheapest Edition ever 

published" 260 

Prices, two shilling publications, Ward, Lock & Tyler (158 Fleet Street), 

Library of Popular Authors advertised 143 

Prices, two shilling publications, Ward, Lock & Tyler (Warwick House), Braddon, 

Miss works."cheap editions" advertised 494 

Prices, two shilling publications, Ward, Lock & Tyler (Warwick House), Lady 

Audley's Secret (Miss Braddon), cheap edition at 2/ and library edition at 6/ 

advertised 241 

Prices, two shilling publications, Ward, Lock & Tyler (Warwick House), Lady 

Audley's Secret (Miss Braddon), commences publication of cheap editions; 

"notwithstanding the large number of copies of this work already sold in various 



forms, we are told that nearly 15000 copies of this edition have already been 

disposed of" 475 

Prices, underselling see Bookselling and distribution, underselling 

Publications, Law's American Digest: being a Digest of American Cases relating 

to Patents for Inventions and Copyrights, from 1789 to 1862 (Stephen D. Law), 

advertised by Trubner & Co. 968 

Publications, Patent and Copyright Laws(Annotated: being the Patent and 

Copyright Laws of the United States from 1790 to 1866 (Stephen D. Law), 

advertised by Trubner & Co. 968 

Publishers and publishing, changes of business, Longmans, Messrs., one of the 

oldest commission and publishing houses reported to be shortly giving up former 

branch of business and confining attention to publishing and sale of own books 

198 

Publishers and publishing, changes of business, Longmans, Messrs., report not 

true 294 

Publishers and publishing, changes of business, Virtue, Messrs., in future to 

confine their attention to their own publications 782 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Bell & Daldy, secure large 

number of Mr Bohn's publications 204 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Blair's and Wilson's 

Catechisms, in future to be issued by original projectors and publishers Darton 

& Co. 632 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Braddon (Miss) novels, acquired 

by Ward, Lock & Tyler; to be published in 6/ uniform library edition and 2/ 

cheap edition 202 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Braddon (Miss) novels, 

advertised 241 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Braddon (Miss) novels, Ward, 

Lock and Tyler announce that they have concluded arrangements for future 

publication of all her novels 357 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Disraeli, Benjamin, again 

changes his publisher; Warne & Co. in future to bring out his novels 203 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Shilling Magazine, in future to 

be published by Adams and Francis 118 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, St. James's Magazine and Day of 

Rest, in future to be published by Houlston and Wright following change in John 

Maxwell & Co.'s business 118 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Swinburne, Algernon Charles, 

will in future be published by Mr. Hotten 929 

Publishers and publishing, changes of publisher, Temple Bar, Richard Bentley 

becomes proprietor) 10* 

Publishers and publishing, finances, Day & Son Limited, profitable working of 

business allows payment of guaranteed dividend and surplus to be carried 

forward; buy large additional buildings in Gate Street 2 

Publishers and publishing, finances, Religious Book Society, "obtain premises 

much better adapted in every way to the Society's increased operations" at 28 

Paternoster Row 528 

Publishers and publishing, output, 1866, classes of literature, statistics of 

literary activity of the year 1336 

Publishers and publishing, output, Christmas season 1866, "as much credit is due 

to publishers as to authors, most of the books, of any importance, bearing 

evidence of their paternity. We are aware that this will not be regarded as the 

highest kind of praise, but as no one better than a publisher can tell what the 

requirements of the public are, so no one can better provide for them" 871 

Publishers and publishing, printing and stereotyping, Balantyne, Roberts & Co. 

(Edinburgh), "carriage paid to all parts of the country" 89, 144, 264, 421, 529, 

609, 703, 764, 971, 1305, 1407 

Publishers and publishing, printing and stereotyping, Greig, John & Son 

(Edinburgh), letterpress and printing advertised; "publishers in England would 

find it for their advantage to emply Greig & Son" 1317 



Publishers and publishing, printing and stereotyping, London Steam Printing 

Office, "prepared to execute all kinds of book and periodical printing at a 

considerable reduction on London prices. Guildford is only one hour's ride from 

London the South-Western Railway. The office is directly opposite the Railway 

Station. Carriage of paper paid to and from London" 1288 

 

R 

 

Railways, bankruptcies, Walkley, Arthur, late bookseller and advertising agent 

(Charing Cross Railway Station) 550 

Railways, books and periodicals for sale, Clarke, C.H. (13 Paternoster Row), 

"sold by all booksellers and at railway stations" 1115 

Railways, books and periodicals for sale, Christian Society, available "at all 

the Railway Stations, and by order of any Bookseller in town or country"; first 

number includes item on religious use of travel 798 

Railways, books and periodicals for sale, Official Illustrated Guides to 

Ireland, The, via London and the North Western Railway, The (George S. Measom), 

"all Booksellers in the Kingdom, and at every Railway Bookstall" 660 

Railways, books and periodicals for sale, Select Library of Fiction, new volumes 

for August advertised as "sold by all Booksellers, and at Railway Stations" 735 

Railways, books wanted, Smith, W.H. & Son (Bookstall, Derby Station) 279 

Railways, distribution and, Allan, William & Co., foreign booksellers and 

publishers (9 Stationers' Hall Court), "Fast Train Parcels received from the 

Continent Twice a Week" 12*, 180, 271, 391, 530, 600, 698, 765, 850, 969, 1264, 

1402 

Railways, distribution and, Clark, W.M. & Co. (17 Warwick Lane), distribution 

and, "inform the Country Trade that they supply all Weekly and Monthly 

Periodicals [and from 418 Newspapers] per first trains after publication" 99, 

181, 254, 418, 528, 600, 698, 766, 842, 981, 1306, 1402 

Railways, distribution and, Gray, Mr, valuer to the trade (Croydon), first-class 

business "to be disposed of in an important city, with railway accommodation on 

the Great Northern and other lines" advertised to stationers, booksellers, 

printers, etc 616 

Railways, distribution and, Marlborough, E. & Co., newpaper and periodical 

agents (4 Ave Maria Lane), "the daily papers are dispatched direct from their 

own office to the first trains on all the principal railways" 1303, 1412 

Railways, distribution and, Sangster, James & Co. (La Belle Sauvage Yard), 

Kitto's Family Bible, "a copy will be presented to any person procuring ten 

subscribers, and sent carriage-free to any railway station in England" 1184 

Railways, printing and, London Steam Printing Office, "prepared to execute all 

kinds of book and periodical printing at a considerable reduction on London 

prices. Guildford is only one hour's ride from London the South-Western Railway. 

The office is directly opposite the Railway Station. Carriage of paper paid to 

and from London" 1288, 1409 

Railways, readers and, Chapman & Hall (193 Piccadilly), Select Library of 

Fiction, "in clear and excellent type" differing from cheaper reprints "which so 

sorely try the eyesight, especiallyof those who are accustomed to read in 

railway carriages" (143, 492, 644, 802 need to be checked) 1084 

Railways, readers and, Clarke, C.H. (13 Paternoster Row), "railway reading" 

advertised 802 

Railways, readers and, Houlston & Wright (65 Paternoster Row), Illustrated 

Shilling Library, "especially suited for Railway or Steamboat Travellers" 908 

Railways, readers and, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular Tales, 

"compact, handy Volumes, suitable for railway, seaside, and general reading"; 

aimed at "readers who, during a leisure hour, short railway or steamboat trip, 

or passing opportunity" hesitate to take up novel of usual proportions but would 

welcome short stories 255, 395 

Railways, readers and, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular Tales, 

second volume contains "just the sort of reading in which travellers, by rail or 

steamboat, never fail to delight - pointed, brief and interesting" 551 



Railways, readers and, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular Tales, 

"will probably command a large sale" 475 

Railways, situations vacant, Smith, W.H. & Son, booksellers' assistants to take 

charge of railway bookstalls 538 

Railways, society and, Gardener, The, editor's aim "to make it useful to that 

large and increasing class of the community who, previous to the development of 

our railway system, lived in the cities, but who now live in the country, and 

who occupy their hours of relaxation of city business in managing, either with 

or without the aid of a man, their suburban gardens" 1345 

Readers, children, British Juvenile, The: at Home, Work and Play, "intended for 

the use of both Boys and Girls of the Working Classes; train young in discharge 

of duties and prepare them for that which is to come 387 

Readers, children, Good Stories, "in a style chosen by a class of factory 

scholars as being easiest to read" 1104 

Readers, children, Infants' Magazine, The, advertised 10* 

Readers, children, Infants' Magazine, The, in large type one penny monthly 3 

Readers, leisure and, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular Tales, 

"compact, handy Volumes, suitable for railway, seaside, and general reading"; 

aimed at "readers who, during a leisure hour, short railway or steamboat trip, 

or passing opportunity" hesitate to take up novel of usual proportions but would 

welcome short stories 255, 395 

Readers, leisure and, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular Tales, 

second volume contains "just the sort of reading in which travellers, by rail or 

steamboat, never fail to delight - pointed, brief and interesting" 551 

Readers, leisure and, Nimmo, William P. (Edinburgh), Nimmo's Popular Tales, 

"will probably command a large sale" 475 

Readers, reading aloud, Cassell's Illustrated Penny Readings, many extracts well 

selected and fitted for purpose but some pieces out of place "seeing that 

ordinary readers will find difficulty in conveying to their audience those 

peculiarities of spelling and those bits of sarcasm which are only to be 

properly appreciated when read by the eye" 1029 

Readers, reading aloud, Half-Hours with the Best Authors, review notes "for the 

givers of Penny Readings no work could be more appropriate and welcome as not 

only are the extracts of suitable length for occasional readings, but prefixed 

to each quotation are various apt remarks and explanatory details concerning its 

writer, its subject, or the circumstances surrounding its production" 1023 

Readers, reading aloud, King's Own Borders, The (James Grant), review recommends 

novel "to those who are on the look-out for one suitable to read aloud" 322 

Readers, suitability to particular, Murby, Thomas (32 Bouverie Street), Laurie's 

Shilling Entertaining Library, "suitable for prizes and presents, and adapted to 

the requirements of school libraries, families and working men" 351 

Readers, taste, "Argosy worth reading for prose and verse writers, draughtsmen 

and engravers and enjoys large circulation 476 

Readers, taste, "Gentleman's, present editor reduces much respected "Sylvanus 

Urban" to level of Bow Bells or Reynold's Miscellany 1337 

Readers, taste, "the republication of the works of the standard poets is a 

welcome sign of advance in popular taste" 477 

Readers, working classes and, Griffith & Farran, Taking Tales for Cottage Homes, 

"to supply the cottagers and humbler classes of England, whose knowledge of 

reading and whose vocabularies are limited, with books in clear large type, 

composed of words the meaning of which they understand, sentences which the eye 

can take in with ease, ideas suited to their comprehension, on subjects likely 

to excite their interest..." 1086 

Readers, working classes and, Working Man, The, discontinuation attributed to 

the fact that recent events have given political direction to energies of 

operatives 1340 

 

S 

 

Stationers' Company, publications, almanacks advertised 908 

Stationers' Company, publications, Carey's Gradus, advertised 678 



Stationers' Company, registration at Stationers' Hall, Belgravia, The, Mr. 

Maxwell, proprietor of Miss Braddon's magazine Belgravia moves Court of Chancery 

for injunction to restrain Messrs. Hogg from proceeding with magazine of same 

title, which Hogg & Son had registered at Stationers' Hall two years previously 

but of which they had only now issued the first number; case reserved for 

consideration 786 

Stationers' Company, registration at Stationers' Hall, Belgravia, The, cross 

bills filed and both proprietors issue magazines; case will decide value of 

registration at Stationers' Hall; issues involved and contents of magazines 

reviewed 864 

Stationers' Company, registration at Stationers' Hall, Belgravia, The, Vice-

Chancellor refuses to give right of exclusive publication to either Mr. Maxwell 

or Messrs. Hogg 1344 

Stationers' Company, registration at Stationers' Hall, Popular History of London 

from the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Present Time, A, entered at 

Stationers' Hall by Meesrs. Moses & Son with the right of translation reserved 

867 

 

T 

 

Titles, Belgravia, The, Mr. Maxwell, proprietor of Miss Braddon's magazine 

Belgravia moves Court of Chancery for injunction to restrain Messrs. Hogg from 

proceeding with magazine of same title, which Hogg & Son had registered at 

Stationers' Hall two years previously but of which they had only now issued the 

first number; case reserved for consideration 786 

Titles, Belgravia, The, cross bills filed and both proprietors issue magazines; 

case will decide value of registration at Stationers' Hall; issues involved and 

contents of magazines reviewed 864 

Titles, Belgravia, The, Miss Braddon's magazine advertised 903 

Titles, Belgravia, The, Vice-Chancellor refuses to give right of exclusive 

publication to either Mr. Maxwell or Messrs. Hogg 1344 

Titles, Globe Library, The, Macmillan's "Globe" edition of Shakespeare followed 

by another publisher's "Globe" Library of Poetry, Romance, History, etc; "One 

would think that having coined a new name for an edition it became the property 

of the coiner"..."We regret to see this appropriation, and believe it to be 

entirely unnecessary, for any publisher of taste can have no difficulty in 

creating a new title for a good series of books" 631 

Titles, Globe Library, The, The Globe Headline Copybooks advertised by Cameron & 

Ferguson 652 

Titles, Globe Library, The, Macmillan to form "Globe Library" of greatest 

authors of the world 1339 

Titles, Letters from Hell, by a Lost Soul, title shocks many sensitive persons 

866 

Titles, London Society, Christmas number advertised 1213 

Titles, London Society, "has found its way into more private houses than almost 

any other magazine of the day"; "sufficiently attractive in the United States to 

demand a special edition for that country" 1344 

Titles, London Society, in alphabetical list of publications for December 1327 

Titles, London Society, in publications of the month (annuals and serials) 1355 

 

U 

 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Elsie Venner (Oliver 

Wendell Holmes), new volume at 2/ in Chapman & Hall's Select Library of Fiction; 

"the cheapest and best novels published" 644 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Emerson, Ralph Waldo works, 

Bell & Daldy publish collected edition for 7/; no collected edition in America; 

works cost 10 and a half dollars or 42/; "works are copyright in one country but 

not in the other, hence the difference in price" 721 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Longfellow, Henry W., 

Boston editions (10/6, 12/, 40/, 30/) advertised by Trubner 1398 



United States of America, American works in Britain, Longfellow, Henry W., 

editions published by Routledge (5/, 1/, 10/6) & Warne (6/) in publications of 

the month for December (poetry and the drama) 1366 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Longfellow, Henry W., 

"judging from the number and variety of editions, we may fairly say that 

Professor Longfellow is the most popular poet of the day"; "the great cause of 

Longfellow's popularity arises from the unrestricted manner in which the poems 

have been circulated in this country"; "a dozen publishers have issued editions 

as varied in price as in excellence" 1348 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Longfellow, Henry W., poems 

(6/) advertised by Warne 1401 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Longfellow, Henry W., 

Routledge's 1 pound 1/ edition of poetical works in alphabetical list of 

publications for December 1419 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Low v Routledge, appeal 

against decision of July 1864 (1864.527) confirms injunction against Routledge 

restraining publication of Maria S. Cummins's Haunted Hearts on grounds that 

American author temporarily in Canada at time of publication of work in UK can 

obtain British copyright 5-6 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Our Young Folks, contents 

of juvenile magazine published by Ticknor & Fields used by British publishers; 

"enough to show that England is quite as sharp as Yankeedom after all in this 

little matter of appropriating the results of literary labour without 

acknowledgment" 866 

United States of America, American works in Britain, Warne & Co., issue volume 

of American poetry 121 

United States of America, book trade, American Catalogue of Books, catalogue of 

originals and reprints from Jan 1861 to Jan 1866 published by Wiley & Son 1339 

United States of America, book trade, articles, "The Bookseller in America" 555-

7 

United States of America, book trade, Cambridge Press in America, issues prayer 

book "which, for beauty of typography, far surpasses any book printed at either 

of the authorised presses in this country"; "shall be glad to find our 

authorised printers competing with their transatlantic brethren" but "profit 

appears to be the thing in view, and not reputation" 783 

United States of America, book trade, Literary Gazette, noted that it lists 

books published in US and books published in US but manufactured abroad but not 

American books written by English authors 722 

United States of America, book trade, Little, Brown & Co. (Boston), edition of 

Edmund Burke's works praised; "the service rendered to politics and English 

literature by the publishers cannot be over estimated"; "we half regret that it 

is to our transatlantic cousins - and not to our own men of letters - that we 

must offer our thanks" 1345 

United States of America, book trade, Little, Brown & Co. (Boston), edition of 

Epictetus's observations praised; "it speaks well for the reading public of 

America that such a work as this should have been selected for publication" 723 

United States of America, book trade, Little, Brown & Co. (Boston), publications 

advertised 1234-5 

United States of America, book trade, marketing, British provincial trade who 

are in the habit of grumbling about badness of business encouraged to adopt 

techniques of American booksellers 866 

United States of America, book trade, marketing, Hilton & Co. (128 Nassau 

Street, New York) claim to have sold 10000 copies of "trashy book" called What 

is this Mystery by forging Miss Braddon's name; Miss Braddon repudiates book and 

criticizes publisher 722 

United States of America, book trade, marketing, suggested that Warne "might 

take a hint from American publishers" who with a series of books like Cousin 

Kate's Library "would put them up in a neat pasteboard box with a lid. Many 

book-buyers would be induced to purchase the whole series when thus brought 

together" 1014 



United States of America, book trade, New York Common Council manual, cost of 

producing manual exposed in North American Review 1337 

United States of America, British works in America, collections, Little Brown & 

Co. praised for "best collection of British Ballads" and "best and most complete 

edition of the British Poets"; promise collection of old plays; their edition of 

works of Edmund Burke claimed by American scholars to be "vastly superior to any 

edition ever published here" 721 

United States of America, British works in America, correspondence, Strahan & 

Co., criticize article in Harper's Magazine claiming that American books are 

being displaced by books printed in England and condemn market value attributed 

to English books by committee of American publishers 6-8 

United States of America, British works in America, correspondence, Strahan & 

Co., allegation that Strahan & Co. were seeking to evade duty answered in New 

York weekly journal Round Table 120 

United States of America, British works in America, correspondence, Strahan & 

Co., Alexander Strahan condemns action of committee in stopping goods of English 

publishers 123-6 

United States of America, British works in America, correspondence, Strahan & 

Co., Alexander Strahan cites American support for views against Harper's 205-8 

United States of America, British works in America, London Society, "has found 

its way into more private houses than almost any other magazine of the day"; 

"sufficiently attractive in the United States to demand a special edition for 

that country" 1344 

United States of America, British works in America, unauthorised publication, 

"equality and free trade are excellent things in their way"; "just now the 

people who have thriven upon it so long are grumbling"; Messrs Harper doing same 

as Messrs Routledge and Mr Beeton here; but while American publishers or agents 

can import works into Britain American publishers ensure British books are shut 

out of US 4 

United States of America, British works in America, unauthorised publication, " 

[cf Trollope's complaint about unauthorised publication by Harper Letters I 195] 

4 

United States of America, British works in America, unauthorised publication, US 

Circuit Court judge holds that "good will" is not property in case brought by 

Sheldon & Co. of New York alleging "good will" in Household Edition of Dickens's 

works was worth 30000 dollars 4 

United States of America, British works in America, unauthorised publication, 

necessary to respect rights of aliens to foster native talent; "so long as 

English writers furnish gratuitously all, or nearly all, that the American 

public cares for, native writers will be treated with neglect" 866 

United States of America, British works in America, unauthorised publication, 

"the Americans steal from us, and we from them. Our treasury is fuller than 

theirs, therefore they can steal more from us than we can steal in return" 866 

United States of America, British works in America, voluntary payments, Harper 

of New York "have long been in the habit of reprinting English books", 

"occasionally paying for advance sheets but we at times have heard standing on 

no ceremony, and reprinting as best suited their inclination or interest" 4 

United States of America, copyright, publications, Law's American Digest: being 

a Digest of American Cases relating to Patents for Inventions and Copyrights, 

from 1789 to 1862 (Stephen D. Law), advertised by Trubner & Co. 968 

United States of America, copyright, publications, Patent and Copyright 

Laws(Annotated: being the Patent and Copyright Laws of the United States from 

1790 to 1866 (Stephen D. Law), advertised by Trubner & Co. 968 

United States of America, copyright, sales, Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 40000 

dollars already paid for copyright 557 

United States of America, copyright agreements, proposals and negotiations, "as 

long as the Americans feel disposed to reject all overtures for an international 

copyright, our authors and publishers must suffer" 4 

United States of America, copyright agreements, proposals and negotiations, 

Strahan & Co. hope that disputes over imports to US will "help to bring about 

that great desideratum, an international copyright" 8 



United States of America, copyright agreements, proposals and negotiations, 

"some honest and true-hearted Americans" petition "that the true interests of 

American literature demand the adoption of an International Copyright Law, by 

this Government and that of Great Britain"; Bookseller supports "fair and just 

measure" but opposed to any "attempt to obtain one-sided advantage" 200 

United States of America, copyright agreements, proposals and negotiations, 

commentary of Round Table supports petition and sees copyright law as doing more 

than anything else for cause of letters 206-7 

United States of America, copyright agreements, proposals and negotiations, 

Bookseller fears there is no remedy for English and American appropriation of 

each other's literature but an international copyright treaty; "that will come 

some day we have no doubt, but it will be some time first" 866 

United States of America, import duties, Bookseller claims it does not suit 

American publishers to allow import of English books on same terms as American 

books are admitted to Britain; "English books must be shut out, by fair means, 

if possible, but shut out they must be" 4 

United States of America, import duties, Tariff; or, Rates of Duties payable on 

Goods, Wares, and Merchandise imported into the United States of America, in 

conformity with the Act of Congress of March 2, 1861 (E.D. Ogden) (in 

publications of the month, trade and commerce, January) 14-9* 

United States of America, import duties, Strahan & Co. and see British works in 

America, correspondence, above 

United States of America, trading arrangements, Bancroft, H.H. & Co., 

booksellers and stationers (San Francisco), solicit consignments of goods; 

"possess superior facilities for introducing new goods, and keeping stock within 

reach of an intelligent and growing community" 16, 698, 772, 850, 969, 1317, 

1409 

United States of America, trading arrangements, Bancroft, H.H. & Co., 

booksellers and stationers (San Francisco), open London agency at 10 Warwick 

Square 783, 850, 969, 1317, 1409 

United States of America, trading arrangements, Cassell, Petter and Galpin, 

Elaine (Alfred Tennyson illus. Gustave Dore), "American buyers are invited to 

notice that by special arrangement with Messrs. Moxon and Co., the American 

Edition of the work will be published in the United States by Messrs. Cassell, 

Petter, and Galpin, exclusively" 921 

United States of America, trading arrangements, Kelly, W.B. (8 Grafton Street, 

Dublin), Sham Squire, The, terms for United States; more than 1000 boards 1/, 

quires with printed wrapper 10d 391 

United States of America, trading arrangements, Wiley, John & Sons, booksellers, 

publishers and importers (535 Broadway, New York), offers books published in US 

to London trade on most favourable terms 762 

United States of America, trading conditions, circulation of books of a certain 

class, mostly bearing upon the late war, exceeds anything ever before witnessed 

in this country, with the exception of "Uncle Tom's Cabin", and a few of our 

most popular school books" (New York World) 552 
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